
A consortium led by Atlantic Hydrogen Inc. (AHI)
of Fredericton aims to produce hydrogen while
removing solid carbon from natural gas.

Perhaps your greatest qualification as an electri-
cal contractor is the ability to get paid.

875W pulse-start lamp is the first compact ANSI
type-O, high-wattage MH lamp in the industry.
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Spec the Leader in Pulse Start

© 2005 Venture Lighting International.   Photo: © Héctor Armando Herrera    Venture, Uni-Form and UV Shield are registered trademarks of Venture Lighting International   Standard Products are a trademark of Standard Products

• 25% more mean lumens on average
than competitive pulse start products

• Maximum light output 

• Longer lamp life with improved
lumen maintenance 

• Hot restart in less than half the time
of traditional metal halide systems 
and 50% faster warm-up

• Exclusive formed body arc tube
with “tipless” design is shaped 
to follow the curve of the arc stream

• Shrouded open fixture protection -
Meets NEC requirements and ANSI 
criteria for open fixture use

• Continuous operation, no shut-off
required

• UV Shield® technology blocks nearly
all ultraviolet light reducing UV 
damage to merchandise and signage

• Less breakage during shipping
thanks to stronger weldless 
mount construction 

• Double your warranty on lamp/ballast
systems with the “One Call” 
limited warranty

Venture’s Uni-Form® pulse start metal halide lighting lamp and ballast systems: 

To know more about Venture® products please contact 
venture@standardpro.com or 800-361-6965
and ask about this Venture advertisement
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According to StatsCan, the residential market accounted for about $3.2 billion in
construction intentions across Canada. As such, it is only fitting that this issue of
Electrical Business devote itself to the issue of residential construction, showing
you how to tap into this lucrative market and make money at it, too.

U
nlike many other topics of con-
versation, the issue of electrical
contractor licensing is pretty
much black and white: you

either think it’s a good thing, or a bad
thing. And while there are those who
claim that licensing is nothing more
than a cash grab and a way to impose
more red tape upon the industry—not
to mention make doing business for the
smaller guys a lot tougher—I have to
say I’m all for it.

I was chatting with David Ellis of the
Electrical Contractors Association of
New Brunswick, and we talked about
the underground economy, which is a
real problem in his province.
Specifically, the licensing system out
there is shoddy and easy to manipulate:
just about anyone can become an elec-
trical contractor.

That kind of scenario is all fine and
good if you’re a painter (just about any-
one can pick up a roller and paint and

do a passable job) but electrical? I don’t
think so.

All it takes is one look at Canada’s
electrical code to realize that there’s
more to the electrical profession than a
mere license. There are the months,
sometimes years, of training, followed
by apprenticeship, which is followed
again by hard work and accumulated
experience—all of which come together
to produce a professional tradesperson
that does the job right without killing
himself, his colleagues or customers.

Which is really what being licensed is
all about: the mark of a professional.
Sure, no one likes regulatory hurdles or
bowing to pencil-pushers just to be able
to work at what they love and do best,
but is the alternative any better?

If electrical work is to remain ‘a pro-
fession’ performed by ‘professionals’,
then there has to be an obvious distinc-
tion between those who have put in the
time and resources to become bona fide

contractors and those who think they
are even allowed to bid on the same jobs
as you simply because they own a tool
belt and wire stripper.

It goes without saying that any
licensing regimen should not be imple-
mented without input from the profes-
sionals who will have to live with it.
We must remind our respective gov-
ernments of that.

For the sake of the industry and the
reputation of its many professional
members, we cannot allow unlicensed,
unprofessional people to pass them-
selves off as contractors. We must
demand, not just accept, rigorous
licensing requirements before anyone is
allowed to publicly harness to awesome
power of electricity.
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Our cables transport energy and communication around the world. As of today we have a new name:

Pirelli Cables & Systems has become Prysmian Cables & Systems. The same innovation, the same technology, the same performance.
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INDUSTRY NEWS//

A new era 
in national construction codes
The National Research Council of Canada
(NRC) launched the twelfth edition of the
National Construction Codes in a new, objec-
tive-based format.

“As the author of the National Construction
Codes, NRC is proud that these improve-
ments will facilitate use and remove barriers to
innovation in the construction industry,” said
NRC president Dr. Pierre Coulombe.

Canada is the first country in the world to
develop objective-based codes. By providing
an explanation for each provision, NRC
believes users will better understand the intent
behind code requirements.

“This new information will help designers
and regulators determine what minimum per-
formance must be achieved, thereby facilitat-
ing the evaluation of new products and con-
struction techniques,” said Robert Bowen,
director general NRC-IRC.

Affiliated Distributors 
recognizes excellence

Affiliated Distributors held its Recognition of
Excellence Awards ceremony for the Electrical
Supply Division in conjunction with its North
American meeting. The ceremony identifies
individual affiliates and suppliers who have
excelled in one or all of the following areas:
marketing, performance and leadership.

Congratulations to the 2005 winners:
• Best Annual Planning Process:  E.B.

Horsman & Son (Surrey, B.C.)
• Best A-D Exclusive Promotion:

Crescent/Stonco, Genlyte Group LLC
• Service Provider of the Year: Concept

Connections/Nextel
• Affiliate of the Year, Performance: Essco

Wholesale Electric
• Affiliate of the Year, Leadership: Pete

Lemman, North Coast Electric Co.
• Affiliate of the Year, Canada: Ideal Supply

Co. Ltd. (Listowel, Ont.)
• Supplier of the Year, Performance: Leviton

Manufacturing Co.
• Supplier of the Year, Leadership: Thomas &

Betts
• Supplier of the Year, Canada: Panduit

Canada
• A-D MVP: Melissa Ellison, B&K Electric

Wholesale

Southwire makes 
a few acquisitions
Southwire signed an agreement to acquire the
building wire assets of Essex Electrical
Products, which includes a plant in Florence,
Ala., that employs about 300 people and man-
ufactures various building wire products used
in residential, commercial and industrial con-
struction.

In addition to the Essex acquisition,
Southwire is continuing to invest in its exist-
ing production operations, including drawing,
stranding, extruding, jacketing and armour-
ing. The company also acquired DeCorp Inc.,
the manufacturer of FlatWire-ready™ tech-
nology. The latter has developed a variety of
audio, video, electrical and data cable products
that—unlike traditional round wire—are
wide and thin, allowing installation under car-
pet and tile, and beneath wallpaper and paint.

Call for entries 
for GE Edison Awards
GE Consumer & Industrial–Lighting is
accepting entries for the 23rd annual GE
Edison Award competition, which recognizes
excellence and quality in professional lighting
designs that significantly employ GE lamps.
New for 2005, residential lighting projects will
also be entered into a special category estab-
lished for residential projects only. All lighting
projects must have been completed in 2005
between January 1 and December 31. Entries
must be received by January 18, 2006, so don’t
delay! Visit www.geedisonaward.com for more
information.

Harper says he’s for the trades

Stephen Harper says a Conservative govern-
ment would tackle Canada’s shortage of skilled
trades by providing financial incentives to
workers and employers who hire apprentices.
His party will address the problem by provid-
ing:
• $1000 Apprentice Incentive Grant to help

new apprentices cover the cost of tools,
boots and work accessories;

• Apprentice Job Creation Tax Credit for
businesses to help create more apprentice-
ship positions; and

• Tools Tax Deduction of up to $500 for
tools to be available to all tradespeople
(employees or self-employed).

“... The Conservative plan sends a message to
young people that trades skills are as valued as
university education and present an opportu-
nity to engage in a meaningful, well-paying
and enjoyable career,” said Harper.

Cooper Crouse-Hinds 
tailors to Alberta market
To better serve the needs of electrical contrac-
tors working at project sites in Northern

Alberta, Cooper Crouse-Hinds launched a
local assembly initiative that gives it the ability
to modify and assemble its products to suit
evolving project specifications before shipping
to remote project sites. “By tailoring Crouse-
Hinds products to the specific needs of the
Alberta market, we can help our distribution
partners ship the exact electrical product types
that contractors require,” said Grant
Meadows, company vice-president of regional
sales, Western Canada.

Schneider closes Waterman plant
As part of Schneider Electric’s manufacturing
strategy to optimize its physical, technical and
human resources (locally and globally), it has
decided to cease the manufacturing operations
carried out at the company’s facility in
Toronto, Ont. (Waterman Plant).

“Our decision—which affects approximate-
ly 160 hourly and 40 salaried positions—was
a difficult one to make,” said Gary Abrams,
president of Schneider Electric Canada,
“However, we must continuously evaluate the
way we deploy and utilize our manufacturing
capacity to remain competitive in the electrical
industry.”

The plant’s current manufacturing opera-
tions will be divided among the company’s
existing Canadian facilities (Mississauga, Ont.,
Edmonton and Richmond, B.C.) and a new
Ontario facility: the Ontario Customer
Solution Centre (location to be determined).
Schneider Electric Canada will also transfer
some production to manufacturing plants in
the United States and Mexico.

Leviton boasts 
new training facility
Leviton Manufacturing of Canada Ltd. has
inaugurated its new training facility in Pointe-
Claire, Que. The facility showcases the com-
pany’s own integrated networks and lighting
controls. It also boasts wireless access for atten-
dees and presenter to log into their e-mail or
onto the Internet: questions can be answered
immediately by going online. For additional
information regarding training schedules and
certification, contact the company at (800)
461-2002.

Brascan hosts 
official groundbreaking
Representatives from government, economic
development, the construction industry and
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New electrical code available
It’s that time once again to update your
code know-how. Updated every four years,
the Canadian Electrical Code 2006 edition
is ready for you. CEC 2006 Part I contains
important changes in technical require-
ments in areas such as bonding and ground-
ing, GFCIs, and sunlight, shock and arc
flash protection. All sections have been writ-
ten in a more friendly, consistent format,
and include more figures and examples of
calculations. For the first time, a pocket-
sized reference booklet will be packaged
with the code. It contains the most fre-
quently used tables, charts and graphs. To
purchase, call (800) 463-6727 or order
online at www.shopcsa.ca.

E.B. Horsman & Son

Conservative leader Stephen Harper launches his party’s
skilled trades policy in October at Glendale Motors in
Ancaster, Ont. Apprentice Jackson Boers looks on.

Schneider Electric’s Waterman plant is ceasing its 
manufacturing operations.

Flatwire-ready technology.



INDUSTRY NEWS//

the energy sector met in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.,
to launch construction of Brascan Power’s
Prince Phase I Wind Energy Project. Expected
to be completed in the second half of 2006, the
project will have the capacity to deliver 99
MW of power to Ontario’s electricity market.
The wind farm will be powered by 66 GE
Energy 1.5-MW wind turbine generators.

AMEC secures Bruce Power win
AMEC has been selected by Bruce Power LP
as its project manager for the Bruce Units 1
and 2 project, which involves restarting two
of Bruce A nuclear reactor units that were
shut down in the mid-nineties. This follows
the announcement by Bruce Power that it
reached a definitive agreement with the
Ontario Power Authority and will launch a
$4.25-billion investment program to secure
the long-term future of its site, beginning
with the restart of Bruce A Units 1 and 2. As

part of this contract worth up to $510 mil-
lion, AMEC is mobilizing a team onsite to
undertake project, contract and construction
management (on behalf of Bruce Power), as
well as provide critical services for the con-
tractors undertaking modification work on
the plant.

Capewell announces acquisition
Capewell Components Co. LLC acquired
Cramer Co. to expand and strengthen its cor-
porate offering in timing and motor devices.
Cramer joins three other divisions already
under Capewell’s corporate umbrella: Ripley
Tool Co., M.H. Rhodes and Capewell
Division.

Agilent joins ZigBee
Agilent Technologies Inc. is the first test and
measurement equipment manufacturer to
join the ZigBee Alliance, an association of

more than 100 companies working to enable
cost-effective, low-power, wirelessly net-
worked monitoring and control products
based on an open global standard.

Rob Woolner, vice-president Eaton Power
Quality Ltd., appointed Spectrum Power
Systems as the manufacturer rep for Eaton’s

Powerware brand of UPS products and service
sales for the Greater Toronto Area, Niagara
Peninsula and South-Western Ontario
Districts. The Spectrum team comprises A.J.
Bajwa, Greg Ireland, Rob Harrison, Jeff
Marshall, Gary Thompson, Laura Sinclair
and Lisa Tran (Inside Sales).

Donald J. Hendler, president of Leviton
Manufacturing Co., announced William
Marshall as senior vice-president of sales and
marketing and Daryoush Larizadeh as senior
vice-president. Marshall will lead Leviton’s
enterprise-wide sales operations and corporate
marketing initiatives, and Larizadeh will lead
the company’s strategic business units. Both
have seats on the company’s executive com-
mittee. Meantime, Matthew Silverman has
been appointed to the position of training
manager for Leviton Integrated Networks and
Controls.
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1 West Pearce Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario, 
Canada L4B 3K3

Tel.: (905) 771-0099 or 1-800-265-8697
or email to: sales@unitedwc.com

www.unitedwc.com

Typical Users
• Power Plants
• Automotive  Plants
• Mines
• Refineries & Petro Chemical Plants
• Pulp and Paper Plants

Typical Applications
• Power Plant to Substations
• Within Substations
• Primary Feeders
• Localized Distribution

Meets Industry Standards
• UL
• CSA
• ICEA
• NEMA

MAXIAMP APPLICATIONS

United Wire and Cable offers a complete turnkey solution from site engineering assessment
to complete installation resulting in the most feasible and reliable system at the lowest cost.

FULL POWER RANGE
• Engineered to carry phase current

loads up to 7000 amps in a voltage 
range of 600V to 230kV.

REDUCED POWER LOSSES
• As a result of the ultimate balance of electrical fields,

system impedance is lowered and load sharing is optimized.

LOWEST COST SYSTEM
• Lower cost alternative to bus duct, open tray, direct burial,

underground duct and conduit cable systems.

SUPPRESSED EMF’S
• Virtually eliminates interference created by power 

cable generated electromagnetic fields.

SIMPLIFIED INSTALLATION
• The System design for indoor applications facilitates 

effortless installation and replacement of circuits.

EXPANDABILITY
• An existing MAXIAMP system can be expanded easily

to accommodate future increased load current requirements.

ENHANCED ENCLOSURE
• Advanced ventilation design maintains consistent heat 

exchange throughout the enclosure while providing 
maximum mechanical protection.

Cable Bus Feeder System
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The Agilent N4010A wireless connectivity test set is the
industry’s first ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 one-box test solution.
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H
ome automation and control
technology is becoming more
prevalent in today’s houses as
homeowners place increasing
emphasis on safety and energy

efficiency. While low-voltage contractors
specializing in the integration of audio,
video, lighting and control technologies
install the bulk of these systems, electrical
contractors, too, can benefit from this
demand—if they have the proper training.

Brad Cooper, owner of BJ Cooper & Sons Electric
(Cambridge, Ont.) has 10 years of experience working with
home automation systems. His company has done a lot of
work on its own, but has also worked with other companies
that do a lot of high-end, audio/visual home theatre systems.

Cooper notes that the proper integration of these systems
requires careful planning. “You need to lay out what type of sys-
tem you want to use, such as Lutron for lighting, or Crestron
for audio and video,” says Cooper. “With a little bit of pro-
gramming, they integrate seamlessly. As you bring in other sys-
tems, such as security, you have to make sure they are compat-
ible with these other technologies, which makes it easier.”

Education and training key to automation success
Most importantly, however, those companies that want to delve
into home automation and control need to acquire the proper
training. “Number one is programming: you need to program
all of these multi-faceted systems together. Also, you need the
right wire in the house to do all of this,” Cooper points out.
“One of the most important things is to lay the house out ini-
tially for all of your ‘smart’ systems. You need coax and Cat 5
wiring in place to do the types of things that you want to do,
because they have to communicate with one another. This just
won’t happen with normal house wiring.”

At TriVista, home automation is approached with a different
philosophy from electrical contracting. The firm set up shop
six years ago as an electrical contractor, but it soon became
clear that home automation and control offered significant
growth potential. “Here in Ottawa, the demand for electrical
installations—particularly in the residential space—is proba-
bly somewhat below the supply of skilled contractors.
Therefore, the profit is very, very low,” notes Bruce Miller,
TriVista president. “We got into [home automation] because
we saw this as a way to make money and have a profitable
future, and it’s exciting.”

To make the shift, Miller and his team needed to expand
their knowledge base. “We needed to add skills. Electricians
have the obvious skills, but we found that we needed to devel-
op a whole new skill set. It takes about a year for an electrician
to do that. We have a team of electricians, and we migrate each
one of them through this learning curve, starting with learning
how to type.”

While one wouldn’t initially equate typing with the imple-
mentation of sophisticated home automation technology,
Miller emphasizes that the installation of these systems requires
a more refined approach than the rough-and-tumble world of
electrical contracting.

“The typical electrical contracting job is about speed; the abil-
ity to get in and get out as fast as possible deter-
mines whether you are going to make a profit
on that job,” he outlines. “That is not the case
with home automation, where there is a longer
sales cycle. You have to be patient, and when
you start the job, you must do more planning.
There is more thinking involved, more trial
and error during set-up and much more inter-
action with the customer.”

Hence the basic computer training, followed
up by manufacturer seminars on the actual
home automation technology. Miller even
insists on sales training, since installers spend
much of their time discussing systems with

their clients. “Electrical jobs tend to be very
cut and dry: a client may want 20 fixtures
and he wants to know how fast you can
install them. With home automation, the
homeowner has a general idea of what the
technology can do, what they want to do
and what their budget is, and they want you
to work with them to make it happen. It’s
more interactive and it takes longer,” he
explains.

Stepping up your skills set
Kenneth Wacks, Ph.D., a management and
engineering consultant, observes that as tech-
nologies converge, the line between what
electrical contractors do and what low-volt-
age contractors handle becomes increasingly
blurred. “There is real tug-of-war in the
industry over who is going to pull the wires,”
he notes. “Home automation applications
have always been the buzzword of the indus-
try, but what really kicked-off home net-

working is broadband access to the Internet.”
When the cable company drops a modem in the house, or

the telephone company drops a DSL interface, people imme-
diately started looking at how to expand its capabilities beyond
the computer, says Wacks. This introduced the concept of
installing a router inside a residence—something that had only
been used by businesses up to this point. Now the question is:
“How do you run the wires from this Internet access to all of
the computers?” A lot of people use wireless technology, but if
it’s a new construction or a major retrofit renovation, putting in
wires makes a lot of sense, explains Wacks.

The wires, however, have changed. “Wiring/cabling is very
important because the data rates we’re talking about are quite
high, requiring careful choices of equipment, including devices
and connectors,” says Wacks. “The work also requires careful
installation. For example, one of the common wire bundles
involves twisted-pair wires. When the twists are done very care-
fully in a controlled manner, they can carry 100 megabits-per-
second or better. If you take perfectly good wire—Category 5
or 6—and pull on it as you are installing it, you may ruin the
twist and degrade its performance.”

Like Cooper and Miller, Wacks believes that the key for an
electrical contractor’s success in home automation is solid edu-
cation in newer technologies, such as structured cabling. “Part
of the skills that electricians really need to absorb to get into
home automation and networking is learning to install struc-
tured cabling,” Wacks says.

Often, electrical contractors don’t have to look far to find the
proper education. “A lot of it is provided through the manufac-
turers,” Cooper says. “Some of the colleges now offer some
courses, but not very much. Much of it you must learn on your
own, or through working with other companies, such as those
specializing in home theatres—then you pick up a lot of what
you need to know on the job.”

CAROLYN HEINZE is a Vancouver-based freelance writer/editor.
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Home automation 
not so automatic
Electrical contractors must step up their skills sets

BY CAROLYN HEINZE

Homeowners increasingly understand the link between automation systems
and energy savings, not to mention convenience. As these technologies
evolve, technicians will be required to advise their clients as well as perform
the installation.

The modern kitchen may not boast the latest in
food preservation technology, but it does contain
a console for controlling system actions through-
out the home.

Yes, there are people who will pay for such luxurious and convenient home
offices. Knowing your stuff when dealing with clients will lead to repeat
business, referrals and upselling possibilities.

The ‘brain’ of a home automation isn’t necessarily
pretty or fancy, but then its beauty is derived from
all the systems (i.e. lighting, security, etc.) it con-
trols successfully—to the delight of the home-
owner.
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“Wiring/cabling is very important
because the data rates we’re talking
about are quite high, requiring care-
ful choices of equipment, including
devices and connectors.”

“We got into [home automation]
because we saw this as a way to make

money and have a profitable future,
and it’s exciting.”



W
ithout question, Canada
has seen some impressive
activity in the residential
market, and despite world
conditions being what they

are, consumers (i.e. home buyers) remain
generally positive. Although 2004 marked
a 17-year high for units built, and we’ve
been slowly sliding from there, consumers
continue to spend.

While many forecasting organizations
are still waiting until the last minute to
publish their forecasts for 2006, Canada

Mortgage and Housing Corp. (CMHC)
published its Housing Market Outlook
(Canada Edition, Q4 2005) that, besides
discussing what we’ve seen happen this past
year, offers insights into 2006. Specifically,
it tells us where to find the hottest residen-
tial action, and where the home building
market has cooled off.

Where the houses 
are being built
CMHC tells us housing starts will contin-
ue to ease up slowly next year. In 2006, we

can expect residential construction to
remain strong at 207,200 units. That’s the
fifth consecutive year that starts are over the
200,000 level.

Sales of existing homes will establish a
new record of 476,000 units in 2005 then
dip to 453,700 units in 2006. After post-
ing their strongest increase in 16 years in
2005 (10.2%), house price growth in 2006
will moderate to 4.9% as existing home
markets become more balanced.

At the provincial level, housing starts in
British Columbia will record a fifth consec-

Residential construction
remains stable for 2006

imagination at work

Main breaker configuration 
allows top or bottom feed 
without modification

Combination slotted/Robertson 
square-drive screws speed 
wiring

All holes rated for 14-4 wire

Steel (not plastic) breaker 
mounting rail

100% rated split neutral on 
each side

Tie bar may be removed to split 
neutral/ground

Accepts GE Q-Line branch 
circuit breakers including GE’s 

exclusive H“ THQPs

One-piece interior removes 
and reinstalls easily

Full-length neutrals are easier 
to wire, reducing installation 

time and cost

Minimum 100% neutral 
terminations

Sturdy copper bus and 
galvanized box increase 
durability and reliability
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utive year of increase in 2005 before slipping to 31,600
units next year. Starts are expected to moderate in 2006
due in part to eroding pent-up demand, but will remain
well above their 20-year average. As well, net inter-
provincial migration levels, while trending higher, will
not be sufficient to push starts higher in 2006.

In Alberta, high demand for homes will continue to
be supported by strong migration, economic growth
and job creation. Housing starts will move higher to
40,000 units this year, then dip to 38,000 units in 2006.
About two-thirds of this activity will take place in the
Calgary and Edmonton Census Metropolitan Areas.

In Saskatchewan, stronger employment and migration
will translate into a positive performance for the resale
and new home markets. Housing starts will reach 3500
units in 2006 due to a rise in multiple family starts.

2005 was the third consecutive year in which starts in
Manitoba have exceeded 4000 (the first such occurrence
since the 1980s). Starts in 2006 should top out at 4800
units. This is due to the fact that Manitoba is now expe-
riencing its strongest population growth in 20 years—
the result of positive net migration.

In Ontario, resurgence in the number of immigrants
moving to the province will help support housing
demand; however, this will be partially offset by Western
Canada’s energy-based economy, which continues to
attract workers from that province. New home starts in
Ontario will ease in 2006 to 75,200 units.

In Quebec, weakening economic conditions and
eroding pent-up demand are contributing to the
decrease in housing starts in 2005 and will continue to
do so in 2006. However, demographic conditions—
more specifically, the aging population and strong
migration—will sustain demand in some market seg-
ments and temper the decline in housing starts, which
will fall to 43,000 units in 2006.

Slowing economic and employment growth in New
Brunswick will pull residential construction down in
2005 from last year’s levels but will remain solid in histor-
ical terms. Total starts will decline to 3400 units in 2006.

In Nova Scotia, housing starts in 2006 are expected to
fall slightly from 2005 levels, from 4800 units to 4725.
Persistently low mortgage rates and the high employment
levels have been instrumental in supporting the buoyant
housing sector this year, but the threat of rising mortgage
rates and anxiety about high gasoline and home heating
costs are expected to dampen demand next year.

Housing starts in Prince Edward Island are expected to
decrease to 785 units in 2005, after housing starts reached
their highest level since 1988 last year. Although a further
decrease in starts to 725 units is expected in 2006, new
home construction does, historically, remain strong.

In Newfoundland and Labrador, further population
losses, slightly higher mortgage rates and sluggish
employment growth will be largely responsible for the
easing in domestic demand. These conditions will trick-
le down to provincial housing markets resulting in a
decrease in starts to 2200 units in 2006.

As for the renovation market, spending will remain
strong, but as activity in the resale market cools, so will
growth in renovation expenditures. As a result, renova-
tion spending will grow by just 7.1% to reach $43.6 bil-
lion in 2006. However, rising house prices have raised
the amount of equity available to homeowners to bor-
row against for larger renovations.

The last word on housing
“Housing markets across the country continue to
respond to low mortgage rates,” says Bob Dugan, chief
economist at CMHC. “However, increased competi-
tion from the existing home market and rising mortgage
carrying costs due to strong house price growth and
modest increases in mortgage rates will slow the pace of
new home construction in 2006.”
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Flexible and 

non-metallic,

The LOOP

holds a 2" to 5"

diameter 

bundle of CAT5

or fiber optic

cable without

sagging, bending

or damaging 

the cable!

Patented

The LOOP™

for COMMUNICATIONS CABLE

Listed for air 
handling spaces

TL50 
for a 
5"diameter
bundle

TL2.5
holds the same amount 
of cable as a J-hook, at

1/2 the COST!
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TL20

2.5"

TL25

5"

TL50
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HANGER
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for RIGID, EMT
PVC, IMC

Size Cat. No.
2-1/2" NM2060
3" NM2070
3-1/2" NM2080
4" NM2090

Listed for use in 
environmental 
air handling spaces

NOW AVAILABLE
2-1/2" to 4" 

QuickLatch...

• Mounts to 

wall, strut, stud

• Fast & easy 

installation

Press pipe firmly 

into QuickLatch to lock it  

in place.That’s it!

• For 1/2" to 4" rigid, EMT,

IMC, PVC

SAVES ABOUT 25 SECONDS 

PER INSTALLATION!...

That’s 14¢ per at $20./hr labor.

NEW
SIZES!
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It’s Better. Use it just like a pipe hanger!

It’s QUICKLATCH

MOUNT

PRESS IN

LOCKED!

©2005 Arlington Industries, Inc.
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Just for LOW VOLTAGE 
CLASS 2 WIRING!

1 Stauffer Industrial Park. Scranton, PA 18517
800/233-4717 • FAX 570/562-0646
©2000 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Patent PendingArlington

� �

Arlington’s Single 
& Double Gang
Low Voltage 
Mounting Bracket...

Seats wall plates 
flush with 
mounting surface

Adjusts to fit 1/4" 
to 1" thick drywall, 
paneling, etc.

Installs Faster – 
Costs Less Than 
Metal!

Also available in 2-Gang
Cat. #LV2

LV1
Single Gang
Low Voltage
Mounting Bracket

� �
� �

Thin Front Lip

Seats better on drywall

Recessed screw hole

Seats wall plate flush 
with wall surface

Oval Shaped Hole

Allows final shifting &
straightening of device

©2001 Arlington Industries, Inc. Rev0404

Patented. Other patents pending

Our CSA/UL Listed

Box Extenders extend set back 

electrical boxes up to 1-1/2".

Made of heavy-duty, non-conductive plastic,

they level and support wiring devices, and 

protect wires against damage and stripping.

For all standard devices, switches – and

GFCIs.

Single (BE1), 2 gang (BE2)

and BE1R...for Round 

or Octogonal Boxes

BE1R

BE1

BE1

Try them all for the safe, easy way to meet 
CEC 12-3018 (1) for Flush Boxes.

CSA LISTED BOX EXTENDERS
for SET BACK BOXES!

R

R

BE2
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R

Use ‘B’ for uneven 
or textured ceilings
Thread  stud into  
opening until tight

Stud

Use ‘A’ 
for flat ceilings
Push stud into
opening to seat 
cover

THE NEATEST WAY TO
COVER UNUSED BOXES!

R

R

On Flat and Uneven 
Ceilings...

Our CP3540 Box Cover is
the neatest way to cover
unused fan/fixture boxes
(pan boxes too!) and 
poorly cut drywall.
The improved 
bracket design offers 
‘A’ and ‘B’ openings for use
on flat or uneven ceilings.
Attach bracket to box with
#8 or #10 screws, backing
them out just far enough to
slip the bracket on.

• No screws show on 
the ceiling plate 

• Fits 3.5" or 4" round 
or octagonal boxes

• Non-metallic

• Textured, paintable

Patented. Other patents pending
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©2002  Arlington Industries, Inc.

REV 0404
Improved Bracket Design! 

Works with

Pan Boxes

too!

CP3540 Box Cover
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Cable Ranges for LPCG50

Cable Communication SJ & S & SJTO STO
Range & Control Wire SJO SO

22-2 18-2 18-2 18-2 18-2
20-2 18-3 18-3 18-3 18-3

.200 20-3 16-2 16-2 16-2 16-2
20-4 16-4 16-3 16-4 18-4

to 18-2 16-3 16-4 16-3 16-3
18-3 16-4 14-2 14-2 14-2

.472 16-4 14-3
14-2 14-4
14-3 12-3
14-4 12-4
12-2
12-3

Arlington’s low profile cord grips offer the

widest cable ranges in the industry!

• Superior pullout resistance

• Liquid 

and 

Oil-tight

• Non-

metallic

See below for LPCG50 cable ranges.
There are other size connectors available
for smaller and larger cord ranges.

R

R

The LOW COST CONNECTOR
with the WIDEST CORD RANGE

LPCG50

Connector Components

Grommet 
BEFORE tightening

Grommet tightenedPatented
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THINK SAFETY//

T
he U.S. National Electric Code’s
(NEC’s) Article 110-16, Flash
Protection, requires non-residential
electrical distribution equipment to be

field-marked with labels warning of potential
arc flash hazards. Equally important is the Fine
Print Note (FPN) that directs users to NFPA
70E, Standard for Electrical Safety in the
Workplace, for assistance in determining the
severity of potential arc flash and shock expo-
sure, planning safe work practices and select-
ing PPE.

NFPA 70E defines a flash hazard as: “a dan-
gerous condition associated with the release of
energy caused by an electric arc”. An electric
arc is one of the hottest things on earth, with
temperatures reaching thousands of degrees.
The heat of the arc causes an explosive expan-
sion of air and metal—an outburst of energy
that can rival several sticks of dynamite.

The 2006 Canadian Electrical Code
(CEC) will require similar warning labels
(See Code File, EB October 2005) and will
have an Appendix B note similar to NEC’s
FPN directing users to NFPA 70E. When
this occurs, it will be the first time a
Canadian code or regulation encouraged
the use of this important workplace safety
standard.

NFPA 70E broken down
While there are four chapters in NFPA 70E,
Chapter One: “Safety-Related Work
Practices” is the focus of everyone’s attention.
It is, in turn, divided into four sections, or arti-
cles. Our focus is on Article 120: Establishing
an Electrically Safe Work Condition and
Article 130: Working On or Near Live Parts.

Article 120: Establishing an Electrically Safe
Work Condition
The best way to eliminate an arc flash or shock
hazard is to de-energize electrical equipment
before servicing. NFPA 70E calls this “estab-
lishing an electrically safe work condition.”
Most people will recognize this as ‘lockout’
and ‘tag-out’.

CEC also underscores the importance of de-
energizing electrical equipment. Rule 2-304
states: “no repairs or alterations shall be carried
out on any live equipment except where com-
plete disconnection of the equipment is not
practicable”. Here, practicable should not be
confused with the subjective term ‘practical’.
Practicable is an objective term meaning, “Is it
possible?”. As such, when it is possible to shut
down electrical equipment before work is
done on or near live conductors, Rule 2-304 is
clear: shut it down.

Article 130: Working On or Near Live Parts
Granted, certain activities (i.e. testing/trou-
bleshooting) simply cannot be done with the
power off. When this type of work must be
performed, NFPA 70E provides appropriate
guidelines. Two key practices identified in
Article 130 are shock hazard and flash hazard
analyses.

While the term shock haz-
ard analysis may be new to
some, the concept has been
practised for decades. The
analysis determines the volt-
age to which a worker will be
exposed, approach bound-
aries (similar to safe limits of
approach) and necessary PPE. Standard PPE
for shock protection includes a Class E hard-
hat, safety glasses, safety boots with insulating
soles and the correct class of rubber insulating
gloves.

A flash hazard analysis determines the flash
protection boundary distance and incident
energy. The boundary is a distance from the
arc within which a person could receive a sec-
ond-degree burn. In theory, anyone outside
the boundary should not receive anything
worse than a second-degree—or just-cur-
able—burn.

Incident energy is a measure of thermal
energy density (heat), generally expressed in
calories/cm2, at a given working distance from
the worker to the arc source. It is calculated
using variables such as available fault current,
system voltage, expected arcing fault duration
and the worker’s distance from the arc. Many
methods can be used to calculate incident
energy, such as longhand (with formula-pop-
ulated spreadsheets) or commercially available
software. Some methods, such as IEEE 1584,
Guide for Performing Arc Flash Hazard
Calculations, are more accurate than others
because they are based on a large number of
tests.

The data obtained from the incident energy
calculation is used to select the appropriate
level of flame-resistant (FR) PPE, just as the
nominal system voltage is used to select the
correct class of insulating gloves. However, the
data does not indicate what PPE the worker
should wear. This is where NFPA 70E’s PPE
selection tables are of assistance. The tables
may be used to identify PPE requirements for
a calculated incident energy or in lieu of
detailed calculations.

NFPA selection tables for PPE
The heart of NFPA 70E’s three-table method
is a classification system. The flash hazard and
risk are classified as belonging to one of five
categories ranging from 0 to 4. Appropriate
PPE is specified for each hazard/risk category.

Table 130.7(C)(9)(a): Hazard/Risk Category
Classification
The primary objective of this table is to pro-
vide the user with the hazard and risk catego-
ry number based on the voltage of the equip-
ment to be worked on and the particular
task(s) to be performed.

It is important to note that each table sec-
tion identifies available fault current and clear-
ing time parameters in the notes at the end.
Users must verify that the available fault cur-
rent and clearing time for the equipment to be
serviced do not exceed table parameters. If so,

then detailed calculations must
be performed.

Table 130.7(C)(10): Protective
Clothing and Personal Protective
Equipment Matrix
As the title suggests, this table
employs a matrix to identify

the required PPE for a given Hazard/Risk
Category, including FR clothing. The first col-
umn lists every article of FR PPE—from
clothing and safety glasses to hardhats—while
each successive column belongs to one of the
Hazard/Risk Categories.

Table 130.7(C)(11): Protective Clothing Characteristics
In this table, the minimum arc rating is speci-
fied for each Hazard/Risk Category. The user
should ensure the selected FR clothing meets
the minimum arc rating for the identified
Risk/Hazard Category number. The arc rating
is the maximum incident energy resistance
demonstrated by a material (or layered system
of materials) prior to break-open or at the
onset of a second-degree skin burn. A gar-
ment’s arc rating is normally expressed in
cal/cm2 and is commonly called ATPV (Arc
Thermal Performance Value).

Tables 130.7(C)(10) and (11) may be also
be used with detailed calculations. As Table
130.7(C)(11) indicates, each Hazard/Risk
Category has a related incident energy thresh-
old. Users can simply replace the Hazard/Risk
Category number at the top of each column in
table 130.7(C)(10) with the incident energy
threshold value to get levels of PPE for the five
bands of incident energy.

When purchasing FR garments, you should
ensure the fabric meets ASTM F1506,
Standard Performance Specification for Flame
Resistant Textile Materials for Wearing
Apparel for Use by Electrical Workers Exposed
to Momentary Electric Arc and Related
Thermal Hazards. The standard is very specif-
ic as to how the garment should be construct-
ed, as well as the information its label must
contain:
• Tracking identification code system
• Meets requirements of ASTM F1506
• Manufacturer’s name
• Size and other associated standard labelling
• Care instructions and fibre content
• Arc rating (ATPV or EBT).
Be sure to purchase garments manufactured
by a reputable firm. FR clothing sewn togeth-
er with non-FR thread does not meet ASTM
1506 requirements and will not hold together
during an arc flash event. Similarly, non-FR
accessories—such as external labels (i.e. com-
pany logos or name tags)—will likely ignite,
and the wearer may receive serious burns.
Face-protective devices should be identified as
meeting ASTM F2178, Standard Test
Method for Determining the Arc Rating of
Face Protective Products.

Table 130.7(C)(11) does not present an arc
rating above 40 cal/cm2, and with good rea-
son. Work simply should not be performed on

equipment when incident energy is that high,
as the blast can collapse lungs and cause con-
cussion and other internal injuries. For low-
voltage installations, the simplest way to
decrease the incident energy is to increase the
working distance. Distance generally has an
inverse square effect on incident energy, so an
increase of just a few inches can make a signif-
icant difference.

Summary
Many workers are severely injured or die each
year from electrical workplace accidents. By
raising awareness of shock and arc flash haz-
ards through field-applied labels, and by
applying safe work practices, needless injuries
and fatalities can be avoided.

DANIEL ROBERTS is the national safety manager for
Schneider Electric Canada Field Services Division and a
CEC subcommittee member for Sections 2 and 24.

This label shows all ATPV values.

Warning: arc flash 
and shock hazard
Appropriate PPE required

BY DANIEL ROBERTS
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This article of clothing meets ASTM F1506 requirements.

Example arc flash warning label.
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THE 2006 DODGE DAKOTA is the only pickup in its class
with a choice of V8 engines. So you get Best-in-Class torque and
towing capability* – no compromising between work and play here.
Dakota also rules with the most overall interior room†, delivering
comfortable seating for up to six* that includes adult-sized room
for three in the back. It’s bigger, stronger, smoother, more versatile
and more refined than ever. Plus it’s packed with Dodge attitude
just the way you like it. Learn about the 2006 Dodge Dakota at 
fleet.daimlerchrysler.ca or call 1 800 463-3600.

*When properly equipped. †Excludes sport-utility trucks. Properly secure all cargo.

DAKOTA RULES. RULE #1: COMPROMISE IS FOR 
RELATIONSHIPS, NOT TRUCKS.

INFO NO. 25



W
hen you decided to become an electrical con-
tractor, did you think your most important
qualification would be your ability to interpret
the electrical code, or perhaps your technical
skill? Maybe it was your ability to accurately bid

on jobs, or your talent for planning a job and installing it quick-
ly and efficiently?

When you decided to become an electrical contractor, did
you consider that perhaps your most important qualification
would be your ability to get paid? As simple as it sounds, your
ability to get paid for work ultimately determines your success
as a contractor and, unfortunately, this important business skill
is not taught at trade school.

The money showed up every week when you were a field
technician, but all that changed when you became a con-
tractor.

When you’re lucky, the process of getting paid is simple:
you submit an invoice and a cheque arrives in the mail. But
things don’t always follow the prescribed path. Ask any con-
tractor who has been in the business any length of time and
you’ll hear horror stories about non-paying clients who
sound like schoolboys explaining why their homework isn’t
done: “The cheque’s in the mail,” or “It must be in account-
ing,” or “Our computers are down and I can’t cut the
cheque,” or any one of a million other excuses.

There’s one thing you can be sure of when their ‘reasons’ are
questionable: you cannot let your receivables get ahead of you.
It will inhibit your ability to finance future jobs and, for small
contractors in particular, is a quick road to bankruptcy.

Adopt a business mentality
It is right and fair to expect prompt payment from your cus-
tomers. If you’ve explained your billing schedule to them at the
outset, they should not be surprised to receive a bill. If you
haven’t heard from them within a couple of weeks, either with
a complaint or a cheque, you should start following up. If the
bill is based on the progress of the job, you will have to decide
how far you want to go before you stop work. If it is the final
bill, you have to keep in mind that you have a fixed period to
act before you forfeit your right to collect.

So, what are your options when you are not getting paid?
Quite often, collection problems are the end result of laxity

when setting up the contract (provided you established one in
the first place). Before any work begins, be clear about what
payments are due and when (such as various stages in the con-
struction process).

Also, do yourself a favour and keep detailed and accurate
records—of everything. A daily journal that records jobsite
manpower, materials on hand, weather conditions and progress
of the work on a daily basis can be invaluable when enforcing
your claim. Also, don’t forget to document all changes with
change orders and render all invoices promptly.

Be very careful about proceeding with a job if the payment
schedule isn’t being adhered to. It’s extremely unlikely that
someone who is slow paying at the beginning of the project is
going to start paying quickly at the end.

Doing all of the above helps eliminate possible defences if you
find you have to take further steps to collect.

You’re still not getting paid
So they’re still not paying. What now?

The route you take depends on a number of factors, such as
whether your contract is with an individual for a single proper-
ty or a general contractor for a subdivision, and how much
money is owed.

If the amount owing is relatively small, you may decide to go
to small claims court, which limits the amount of the claim.
Legal fees are often prohibitive, and because of the small
amounts involved, parties often represent themselves or use
paralegals. When the amount of your claim exceeds the small
claims court’s maximum amount, you may elect to file a civil

suit. This is much more expensive, largely due to legal fees.
Or, if you’ve basically given up on the debt but it continues

to bother you, you may look to a collection agency. They will
collect the debt on your behalf, often for a commission.

The usual route in construction claims, however, is to lien the
property for monies owed. When filed, it encumbers the prop-
erty so that the owner cannot sell it or renew his financing until
the claim is settled. Enforced to its limits, the lien could force
the sale of the property.

Deciding to file a lien is not something anyone takes lightly:
it costs time and money, and you run the risk of developing a
reputation as a ‘liener’ if you appear to have liened one too
many jobs. This won’t have any bearing on the job you’ve
liened, but could affect your ability to get future business.

That said, sometimes there is no alternative. For example, if
your contract is with a general contractor and he is liening the
job, you may be wise to follow suit for any money still owed to
you. You can’t rely on the general’s lien because deficiencies cre-
ated by another trade may wipe out his claim.

The lien process was developed to speed up the settlement of
construction claims. But speeding it up doesn’t necessarily
make it fast. Depending on the complexity of the case, it could
take years to settle.1 Unfortunately, any other remedy you
adopt could take just as long.

The process has evolved over many years and has developed
a long history of case law. This is to say that it can be quite com-
plex to wade through the process, which means that you will
need a lawyer who specializes in construction claims to help
you.

In any case, you’d be wise to keep your lien rights in order and
be familiar will all their nuances—preferably before you have to
use them. (Remember, some people will promise to pay just to
delay you past your lien date.) Liens are similar from province
to province, but each jurisdiction has its own eccentricities, so
pay attention to their timelines and required documentation.
Information is available on the Internet and in libraries. If you
belong to an association, this could make a good topic for a
meeting.

The specific process is set out in the lien act for your jurisdic-
tion but, in general, there are several steps, each involving a
timeframe (and usually a lawyer):
1. The action is initiated. This is called ‘perfection’ of the

Claim for Lien.
2. The plaintiff then serves the defendant with a Statement of

Claim.
3. The defendant then provides the plaintiff with a Statement

of Defence.
4. Lawyers representing both sides then conduct a settlement

meeting where items that can be easily dealt with are set-
tled. Then, if there are remaining issues, the next step is...

5. Setting the Action down for trial.

Staying out of court
In a perfect world, everyone would receive an honest day’s pay
for an honest day’s work. But the world is not perfect, so you
need to take precautions when performing work. For example,
before entering into a contract with someone, check out the
word on the street. Find out how long they’ve been around and
what kind of reputation they have. Do they have a reputation
for promptly paying their contractors, or leading them on? If
the reputation is bad, consider walking away, but even when
the reputation is good, follow the steps outlined above for doc-
umentation and explaining payment schedules.

Collections are among the most difficult aspects of contract-
ing but, unless you are extremely lucky, they are something you
will most likely have to face. While there is no way to avoid the
anguish attached to the process, knowing your options can help
minimize the pain.

Note
1 See also EB August 2005, “Your right to lien is under attack!”
by J. Stephen Tatrallyay.

EARLE GOODWIN is a Toronto-based freelance writer and marketing con-
sultant specializing in electrical construction.

No one works for free—
why should you?
Tips for getting what you are owed

BY EARLE GOODWIN
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Is the front door open?

Did I leave the iron on?

Is the water leaking into the basement?

Now you can know for sure!

Peace of mind at an affordable price
The Home Heartbeat System is a new and inno-
vative way to increase your home awareness by
giving you vital information about the essential
systems in your home.  

Home Heartbeat will operate on a new wireless
networking standard called Zigbee, which will be
used around the world.  The wireless design
makes the system portable and easy to upgrade
by adding new sensors and components.

Fast and Flexible
Home Heartbeat can be set up in minutes.  The
starter kit includes the base station, Home Key
and one open/close sensor.

A complete range of available sensors provides
flexibility and allows consumers to expand the
system to meet their individual monitoring
needs.

Information and Availability
For more information, please visit the Home
Heartbeat™ website at: 

www.homeheartbeat.com

Product availability is anticipated for early 2006.

Home Heartbeat delivers peace of mind
No matter where you are the system delivers
the information you want about your home 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.  This system does
not require a personal computer, monitors up to
30 areas of a home, and is simple to set up. 

The system consists of a base station, a remov-
able display called the Home Key™ device, and
wireless sensors. Available sensors include:
open/closed, attention, reminder, water, and
power status indication. Additional accessories
include a range extender and an automatic
water shut off valve. 

Made for today’s consumer
The system's base station receives wireless
signals from sensors and sends alerts to the
Home Key™ when in range or, if desired, sends
alerts to your cell phone as an e-mail or text
message.

INFO NO. 27
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egger.com

Megger Quality
Affordably Priced

• Tough
(Rubber Armored and Drop Tested to 3ft.)

• Safe
(Live Voltage Warning/Lockout)

• Hands Free Operation
(Remote Probe)

CSA APPROVED

INFO NO. 26

Brett Elliott, western region manager for
Hubbell Wiring Products, announced the
addition of two new team members. Martin
Doyle has joined Hubbell in Edmonton to
cover the industrial and OEM accounts in
Edmonton and surrounding area. Michelle
Kennedy joins the team in Vancouver as
commercial specification specialist, servicing
the engineer, specification and premise
wiring markets.

Pass & Seymour/Legrand promoted Jim
Osterbrock to director
of marketing. He heads
up a team of product
managers who handle
commercial, residential
and industrial wiring
devices, wallplates and
covers, boxes, and weath-
erproof devices.

Aldo Ventura of Ventura Electric Co. was
announced the winning contractor of a
Lund boat, motor and trailer package in the
Earl O’Neil Electric Supply Ltd./Osram
Sylvania/Canlyte “Catch-a-Wave” promo-
tion. (Above, left to right) Aldo Ventura,
Joe Zimbalatti (Canlyte), Michael O’Neil
(Earl O’Neil Electric) and John Preville
(Osram Sylvania).

Clayton Tychkowsky has been named to

the position of vice-president/general man-
ager European Operations for Eaton
Electrical (a new Canadian GM will be
appointed). He joined the company in
1985 in Edmonton, Alta., where he held
positions in contract sales administration
and product application technology. He was
named regional sales manager for Western
Canada in 1995, then promoted to nation-
al marketing manager for Canada two years
later—a position he held until being named
the marketing manager for the Power
Distribution Assemblies division in 2001.
Tychkowsky holds a degree in electrical
engineering technology from the Northern
Alberta Institute of Technology.

Bob Crain recently joined Cablofil as
technical sales support manager, with
responsibilities for technical communica-
tions, sales training and technical content

accuracy, as well as cus-
tomer support. His pri-
mary focus will be to
help Cablofil communi-
cate the benefits and
advantages of open
cabling systems, and
support the company’s
education efforts.

Legrand Canada appointed Bill Briggs to
the position of business development manag-
er–retail, where he is responsible for accounts
across Canada for the On-Q, Pass & Seymour
and Wiremold brands. Part of Briggs’ past
experience includes sales manager for Cooper
Wiring Devices (Eagle Electric). In other
news, Bob Gregory, eastern regional manag-
er, announced the appointment of Blair
Davis Agencies as Legrand’s Newfoundland
rep for the On-Q, Ortronics, Pass & Seymour
and Wiremold lines.

PERSONALITIES //

Jim Ostenbrock

See yourself online at EBmag.com The Electrical Business photo gallery is up and running at www.EBmag.com (click on Gallery). Check out some of the events we’ve attended and the people we met.

Earl Catch a Wave  Promotion

Grand prize winners hot on the track
Grand prize winners of Thomas & Betts’ “Keep it Kool”
promotion heated up the track at T&B’s “Day at the
Races”, held at the Mosport International Raceway in
Bowmanville, Ont. Six winners, one per T&B sales region,
were randomly selected from all the entries received from
the summer Ty-Rap® promotion. The Day at the Races
event provided all participants with an opportunity to drive
a real racecar on a world-renowned track as part of an all-
expenses paid, three-day event.

(Left to right): Terry Thom, Nedco; Dan Racicot, Racicot Electric Ltd; Mike
Tibbs, EECOL Electric; Bill Bagley, Wesco Distribution Canada LP; Perry
McDougall, Goodwin Industrial Electric Ltd.; John Raposo, Nedco; Steve
Northrup, Thomas & Betts Ltd.; Scott Mullin, Pyramid Corp.; Dwayne
Giesbrecht, Thomas & Betts Ltd.; Fritz Friesen, Thomas & Betts Ltd.; Ed
Atkinson, Thomas & Betts Ltd.; Matt Courtorielle, Thomas & Betts Ltd.; Roger
Soucy, Security Electrical Ltd.; Bruce Lamont, Lamont Electric Ltd.; Stéphane
Lepage, Lumen Inc.; Sylvain Martel, Translec Common Inc.; Christy Mahy,
Nedco; Michael Kenney, president, Thomas & Betts Ltd.; André Boudreau,
Thomas & Betts Ltd.; Gilles Vadnais, Thomas & Betts Ltd.; Jean-Marc Myette,
Thomas & Betts Ltd.

Bob Crain



M
any home and business owners understand the
benefits of lighting automation but, like any other
investment, it must be assessed in terms of cost
and rate of return. In homes, lighting automation
can enhance convenience and lifestyle while

potentially improving a home’s value. In businesses, it can result
in increased worker satisfaction, greater flexibility and security,
and energy cost savings.

A significant cost component for acquiring lighting automa-
tion is the configuration of control devices into a network via
low-voltage wiring. Wireless control eliminates this obstacle
and makes investing in lighting automation all the more attrac-
tive. It enables greater flexibility, decentralized sensing and con-
trol, condition monitoring and, theoretically, a platform for
integration between lighting and other building systems.

The fundamental technology behind wireless control may be
radio frequency (RF) or powerline carrier (PLC). The first com-
municates control signals via radio waves while the latter does
so via line-voltage power wiring. While each approach offers
various advantages and benefits—with the best choice depend-
ing on an application’s characteristics—RF wireless control is
increasingly becoming a technology to watch, particularly with
the introduction of new low-power mesh network protocols
(i.e. Z-Wave and ZigBee), not to mention its expanding capa-
bilities and price accessibility.

Evaluation tools
When evaluating an RF wireless control strategy, consider the
following:
• The topology, or layout, of the network of devices. For

example, with a mesh topology, all nodes (devices located in
a network) are connected to both a central control device
and each other, increasing reliability and utility.

• The communication range for each node in the network.
• The amount of power the system requires.
• The possible bandwidth and speed for data transmission.
• The protocol, or common language, that will enable multiple

vendors’ products to be interoperable within the network.
• The cost of the system.
Each of these evaluation points, in turn, can be related to the
protocol used, as the protocol affects the design of control
devices.

The Z-Wave protocol

Z-Wave began as a proprietary protocol but has gained consid-
erable traction in the residential market, making it a de facto
open standard and enabling multi-vendor platforms. Z-Wave
was developed by Zensys, a home controls manufacturer, and
is shared with partnering manufacturers through the Z-Wave
Alliance, which presently includes more than 125 partners
(such as Leviton and Motorola). Z-Wave products are commer-

cially available and have been shipping since 2003.
Mark Walters, director of residential systems for

Leviton Manufacturing Inc., says Z-Wave offers the
advantages of low power consumption (enabling
battery-operated control devices); good node count,
range and bandwidth for command and control in
residential applications; reliability; an attractive
price point; and a strong vendor alliance to help
guide the technology.

“This is currently the most widely adopted wireless
solution for residential control,” he says, suggesting it is
also useful in small-scale commercial applications.

With no communications wiring required, users can
realize lower installed costs while workers enjoy easier
installations—attractive for new construction but par-
ticularly for retrofit or remodelling projects. Z-Wave
wireless controls can be specified to operate on batter-
ies, which are estimated to provide 10 to 15 years of
service. And the platform can be used to integrate light-
ing and other home control systems—such as home
theatre, temperature control, motorized blinds, garage
doors and security systems—into centralized control
points.

Z-Wave, however, is not without its disadvantages.
RF interference may result from other devices, such as
security cameras and baby monitors, operating in the
same frequency range. “Because RF is inherently an
open system—that is, the control communication can-

Wireless control set to
expand with new 
technologies BY CRAIG DILOUIE
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Figure 1: The potential for commercial applications includes systems that enable wireless lighting control from a central computer through a simple, flexible and fully
customizable screen interface, and via the interaction between system control components. The system monitors the lighting, receives information and transmits
control commands.

Figure 1
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not be isolated from the outside world—it must rely on a clean
radio wave environment,” says David Szemborski, product
manager for Genlyte Controls. “Further, it is dependent on
available RF bands.”

The ZigBee protocol
ZigBee is an open-source protocol (IEEE 802.15.4) offering
significant promise for non-residential building control applica-
tions. It is supported by the ZigBee Alliance: a group compris-
ing more than 100 manufacturers, including
Philips Lighting, Motorola, Honeywell and
Samsung Electronics. ZigBee is relatively new: no
products are commercially available at this time.
However, a number are in development;
Philips/Advance expects to introduce a new system
in 2006.

William Sandoval, business development manag-
er–digital systems for Philips Lighting Electronics
and the Advance division, says ZigBee offers mesh
topology, high node count, moderate bandwidth
(192 Kbps), moderate range (100–1000 ft), low
power consumption, high reliability, AES hardware
encryption and a high level of scalability. Based on
these characteristics, some manufacturers see
ZigBee as more suitable for large-scale commercial
building control applications than residential.

Benefits for commercial applications include:
• Reduced capital and operating expenses. Wireless

control, says Sandoval, can reduce installation and
material costs by as much as 30–40% compared
to a wired control system.

• Greater flexibility and scalability. Devices can be
grouped, moved, added and removed without
changing wiring.

• Building control integration. Wireless technology
offers the potential for easier integration between
lighting, HVAC, security and other building systems. With
the configuration of complete supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) systems, wireless systems can incorpo-
rate condition and environment monitoring.

• Centralized and decentralized intelligence. Controls can
receive commands from a central computer and interact
with each other independently, increasing responsiveness.
Devices can also engage in two-way communication.

• Personal control. Wireless control permits each occupant to
be able to control local lighting and temperature without
location restraints.

“Until now, there have not been as many wireless options for
commercial applications,” says Sandoval. “Over the coming

year, however, the demand for wireless control solutions in
commercial applications will increase and may, at some later
point, even surpass sales of these products within the residen-
tial market based on the number of nodes required in a com-

mercial application versus a residential one.”
He adds that the possibilities in commercial control are end-

less, but it will take time for new technologies to penetrate the
market. Sandoval believes wide adoption will occur within the
next three years: the first customers, he says, will likely be com-
mercial A-grade buildings, hospitals and big box retail stores.

Final word
“Mesh networking protocols promise to provide new levels of

system performance,” Walters concludes.
“True two-way reliability combined with
interoperability between multi-vendor
platforms provides integrators and end-
users with control options that previously
were only available to the very high-end
market.”

He says Z-Wave systems place the
emphasis on low power consumption to
allow for battery-powered devices while
maintaining excellent range, node count
and sufficient bandwidth for residential
control. Meantime, ZigBee provides
greater bandwidth and node count at the
cost of range and power consumption,
and is more suitable for commercial appli-
cations.

“Both of these technologies promise reli-
ability and attractive price points,” says
Walters. Both emphasize low power con-
sumption so that battery-powered devices
can be used, providing application solu-
tions such as ‘peel-and-stick’ occupancy
sensors. “Finally,” he says, “there are pow-
erful, flexible, affordable technologies that
can be used to bring high-performance
automation to the mass market.”

CRAIG DILOUIE is principal of ZING Communications Inc. and communica-
tions director for the Lighting Controls Association.

New wireless control technologies promise strong utility for commercial applications, providing the benefits of lighting automa-
tion without dedicated communications wiring.
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Advancing the hydrogen economy

ATLANTIC FOCUS//

I
ndustry analysts believe the successful transition to the hydro-
gen economy will depend on extracting hydrogen from fossil
fuels using more environmentally sensitive processes. In New
Brunswick, a Canadian consortium led by Atlantic Hydrogen

Inc. (AHI) of Fredericton aims to develop and demonstrate a tech-
nology that produces hydrogen while removing solid carbon from
natural gas—all without releasing harmful greenhouse gases.

The CarbonSaver™, feeds hydrogen-rich natural gas to internal
combustion engines that generate electricity. At the same time, it
removes carbon in solid form rather than returning it to the
atmosphere as CO2. It will be the front end of an integrated sys-
tem that includes a specially designed internal combustion engine

INFO NO. 31
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coupled with an electrical generator and power-condi-
tioning device.

The effort is truly collaborative because of the mix of
skills and experience being contributed by AHI’s various
partners, which include University of New Brunswick
(UNB) in Fredericton, Energy Reaction Inc. and
PrecisionH2 Power Inc. of Montreal, Enbridge Inc., and
Hydrogen Engine Centre of Iowa.

“The successful development and demonstration of
these integrated systems will be our first move into a mar-
ket of sustainable energy demands and environmental pro-
tection issues,” says Bill Stanley, AHI chair.

Sustainable Development Technology Canada
(SDTC) has shown faith in the project by ponying up a
$2-million contribution toward the three-year, $6-mil-
lion project (which should be of particular importance
for its efficacy in distributed power and refuelling appli-
cations linked to the existing natural gas distribution
grid).

AHI expects that the successful demonstration of the
made-in-Canada CarbonSaver technology will lead to a
commercially viable bridge to the sustainable, clean
energy promise of the global hydrogen economy.

TRUCKS FOR THE TRADE //

C
ertain things happen in cycles. Haley’s comet,
for example, cruises through our solar system
every 76 years, but Truck World—thankful-
ly—occurs every two. “Truck World will fea-

ture displays from many light- and medium-duty
truck manufacturers, as well as aftermarket suppliers
exhibiting equipment such as box and deck bodies,
cabinet chassis, tailgates and more,” says Jim Park, edi-
tor of highwaySTAR.

Elizabeth McCullough, Newcom Business Media’s
show division manager, tells me that fleet owners need
to find new solutions for reducing costs and operating
more efficiently, “and new technology is providing
many of the answers”

“Some of the really cool stuff includes dispatch soft-
ware, cellular equipment and electronic onboard
engine recorders (a.k.a. ‘black boxes’), which can mon-
itor driver behaviour as well as truck performance,”
says Peter Carter, editor of Today’s Trucking.

Truck World 2006 expects over 400 exhibitors and
20,000 visitors. Be sure to check

out the show and learn
how your fleet,

whether it’s two or
200 vehicles, can
prosper.

Truck World
returns

Truck World 2006
April 20–22, 2006
International Centre, Toronto

Bill Stanley, AHI chair (middle), points out CarbonSaver’s nuances to SDTC’s vice-presi-
dent investments, Rick Whittaker (left) and Andy Scott, MP for the riding of
Fredericton and regional minister for New Brunswick (right) at AHI’s lab at the
University of New Brunswick.

APPRENTICESHIP.
A Smart Investment.

AMBITION, WILLINGNESS TO LEARN AND HARD WORK got you where you are today. Now, you can build on these
qualities – and build your business – by hiring and training apprentices. A motivated and skilled workforce goes a long
way towards ensuring your competitive advantage and maintaining a healthy bottom line. Apprentices’ knowledge and
skills – coupled with the on-the-job training – makes for a profitable and smart investment for your business. 

Visit www.careersintrades.ca today. Find out how apprenticeship can help you build your business.

WWW.CAREERSINTRADES.CA

This project is funded by the Government of Canada’s Sector Council Program.
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W
e lived in London next to a target
for German bombs. Our house
got really damaged, but in truth,
we spent much of our time during

nighttime raids in backyard shelters,” says
Doug Baldwin of his early years. He was born
on July 3, 1939, when the madness of the
Second World War was about to engulf both
him and the rest of the free world. He vividly
remembers the German V-1 rockets (nick-
named “doodlebugs”), living with ration
books and contracting tuberculosis.

However, that was also a time of great pride
for Doug. Not only did he and his country-
men survive the madness of the war
(“Londoners are known for their ability to sur-
vive anything,” he jokes), but his fondest
memories are of accompanying his father,
who was in the Royal Navy, to Buckingham
Palace, where he was decorated by the king.

Embarking on an electrical path
Doug’s electrical career started with Gresham
Transformers Ltd. of London (in the U.K.), as
a graduate trainee then sales engineer. He was
later hired by GE, who transferred him to
Canada on a one-year contract. After that
year, he left GE to take up an offer from
Pioneer Electric (which later became part of

Federal Pioneer Ltd.) in Winnipeg as market-
ing specialist for power transformers.

“Federal Pioneer was a great company run
by two great entrepreneurs: Dick Noonan
(who started Pioneer in 1946) and Ben Ball,”
says Doug. “It was Dick who hired me. I was
a transformer specialist at the time. He had
seen the opportunity in rural electrification.
The first transformers we built were pole-
mounted 3kVA units using small oil drums as
tanks. In fact, the first unit we ever built in
1946 was still operational in the late 1980s,
and was presented back to us by Manitoba
Hydro,” beams Doug.

Things were going well for Pioneer. By the
time Doug was senior vice-president, the
company was doing $300 million in sales.
“We had successfully competed against all the
big players but, unfortunately, we just didn’t
have the resources to develop the next stage of
technology.” That’s when Pioneer decided to
sell to Schneider.

From there, Doug’s portfolio really began to
take off: everything from becoming president
and CEO of Schneider Electric in Canada to
helping found Electro-Federation Canada
(EFC). He serves as director of Hammond
Power Solutions Inc. as well as Moloney
Electric Inc. He has been a member of and/or

served IDW/IDEA, CSA
Group, CSA International,
Quality Management Insti-
tute, Manitoba Electrical
Association and the Electri-
cal Service League of
Manitoba. This list goes on,
but it proves how dedicated
Doug is to the industry to
which he’s given so many years of his life.

A real industry player
Though he himself has served as mentor to
numerous industry professionals, Doug never
forgets to tip his hat to his own mentors. “I’ve
had many great mentors and I feel like I should
give back,” he says. One of those mentors was
Ben Ball. “Ben was a real mentor to me... like
a father,” explains Doug. “He was the kind of
guy that, when he found out I was on the same
flight as him to Vancouver, he brought me up
to first class so we could travel together.”

Though now retired (mind you, someone
like Doug never truly retires), Doug is pleased
to have been a member of the industry in
Canada. “The Canadian electrical industry is
what I call ‘The Gold Standard’. 99.99% of
the people are just great. In all my time in the
industry, I would only need one hand to

count those I consider ‘the bad
apples’.”

Like many others, Doug is
concerned about Canada’s
manufacturing sector, upon
which so many livelihoods
depend. “The Canadian gov-
ernment must encourage more
research and development, par-

ticularly in manufacturing. If we lose the skills
to manufacture, we’ll be behind the 8-ball.
Others will become the experts... the innova-
tors.” He tells me Canada already has some
world-class skills, like hydroelectric engineer-
ing and short-run manufacturing, “and gov-
ernment could do a lot more to develop
incentives in these areas.”

Now that he’s retired, Doug has more time
to engage his non-electrical interests, such as
travel (particularly antiquity sites, museums
and art galleries), art, cottaging, golf, and clas-
sic cars, not to mention spending time with
his grandchildren. And while there are many
other things Doug would change about the
things he sees around him, he remains positive
and optimistic about the electrical industry.
“What both excites and satisfies me is seeing
that we have a lot of young talented people in
this industry. It’s very encouraging.”

MEET THE PLAYERS //

BY ANTHONY CAPKUN
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A hard act to follow
Doug Baldwin

“



Futuro 22  AR111, HID

Futuro PAR  T5 PLL, HID

Modulo EXE  T5, T8

Modulo EN T5, T8

Modulo BA  T5, T8

Modulo GAMMA  T5, T8

Modulo DA PAR  T5, T8

MxBright  T5, T8, PLL

Supra  T5, T8, PLL

SupraBay  T5, T8, PLL 

OnWall
2301

OnWall
2401

OnWall
2500

OnWall
2510

QUESTIONS? Please contact customer service at 1-800-49-LAMPS (800-495-2677), info@valuelight.com
or contact your local VALUELIGHT representative

valuelightFor other product information visit

             www.valuelight.com

� rigid industrial, shatter resistant 2-,  3- or 4-lamp (Biax) design 

� one-for-one cost effective 400W HID high bay replacement 

� low bay (wide) and high bay (narrow) refl ector inserts

� high bay T5 configurations suitable for heights up to 32 ft.

� fully shielded for food processing and pharmaceutical plants

� exterior - freezer - extreme temperature applications

� sealed unit, no lumen depreciation due to contaminants

� easy maintenance: simple pressure wash from outside

� completely waterproof, dustproof, air-tight gasketed

� IP67: immersible to 3 ft. / 30 min. i.e. for marine applications

� 100% corrosion resistant 

                            - suitable for offshore and saltwater applications

� electronic ballast  90V, 108V, 120V, 277V and 347V/60 Hz

�� body and optical shield UV stabilized BASF polycarbonate 

�� polycarbonate Vossloh-Schwabe locking lamp holders 

�� polycarbonate lens clips, lens remain hinged when opened

�� max. six years fi xture warranty

� optional Hi-Lo switching to 30%: remote or occupancy detector

� optional electronic ballast 24V - 48V AC/DC

                    ORDERING INFORMATION
Catalog No. Lamps               Lumens / Watts     Nom. Length

1X4MP-2F32 (2) F32T8 6000 /  64W 48”

1X4MP-3F32 (3) F32T8 9000 /  96W 48”

1X4MP-2F28 (2) F28T5 5600 /  56W 48”

1X4MP-2F54* (2) F54T5HO 10000 / 108W 48”

1X4MP-3F54* (3) F54T5HO 15000 / 162W 48”

1X4MP-4PL55** (4) PLL55 19000 / 220W 48”

1X5MP-2F40 (2) F40T8 7550 /  84W 60”

1X5MP-3F40* (3) F40T8 11325 / 126W 60”

1X5MP-2F80* (2) F80T5HO 14000 / 160W 60”

1X5MP-3F80** (3) F80T5HO 21000 / 240W 60” 

ultimate heat, moisture and vandal resistance
fluorescent high bay - low bay system 

T8, T5HO, PLL (Biax)

* outperforms 250W HID High Bay / Low Bay

** outperforms 400W HID High Bay / Low Bay

SUPRADRY

OnWall
2302

OnWall
2303

OnWall
2304

IP67

Low or high, wet or dry: ONE SIZE  FITS ALL
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Suddenly, only one thing matters…

GETTING OUT

Lights out.  Absolute, pitch-black dark.  
Add smoke.  Just enough to create a haze.  
How do you get out?  How does anyone get out?

Smoke-filled dark. Or just plain lights-out. Doesn’t matter.
It’s your responsibility to get everyone out. Quickly. And safely.

How will the people you’re responsible for evacuate in an 
emergency? Get the BradyGlo™ Advanced Safety Guidance 
System for low-level egress pathway marking. Using 100% 
reliable new-age photoluminescent technology, the BradyGlo™

System illuminates a continuous path to the nearest exit.

The BradyGlo™ Advanced Safety Guidance System. 
Helping people find their way out.  Quickly.  And Safely.
Details, samples and site evaluation are free.  Call 1-800-263-6179.

AEB215

Call Brady todayfor a FREE SAMPLE!Reference # AEB215

Anti-Slip High Visibility Signs

Non-electric Exit Signs
(Approved for use under the

Ontario Building Code) Warning Tapes BradyGlo™ Arrows

Call your Brady distributor or 1-800-263-6179 and visit www.bradyid.com/bradyglo
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Home Builders’ Showcase

Your guide to effective
lockout/tagout procedures
Brady Corp.

ly covered. The procedure must also identify the specific
steps for the placement, removal and transfer of LOTO
devices, as well as the specific requirements for testing the
equipment to verify that it is in a zero energy state.

Well-presented procedures help speed service and
maintenance work. The procedure serves as a checklist
that allows workers to move quickly without confusion
or mistakes. Making lockout activities more efficient
results in less downtime and production loss, and pro-
vides a boost to productivity.

Besides staying in compliance and maximizing pro-
duction, there are additional benefits to making the
effort to create quality procedures. Easy-to-follow proce-
dures help companies prevent accidents, thereby avoid-
ing costly medical expenses, fines, lawsuits and equip-
ment repairs.

Making procedures easy to follow
The key to writing effective procedures is to make them
as easy as possible to follow. Using a standardized format
and including photos or graphics with procedures can
greatly enhance comprehension, increasing the chance
that the procedure will be used and carried-out correctly.

Standardized formats not only help simplify the
process but help workers who may be responsible for
locking out more than one machine.

Photos and pictograms also help workers understand
what and where specific energy points must be locked
out on a machine.

It is a very good idea to label or tag specific energy
sources. Even if you include a photo within the proce-
dure, energy-isolating devices located in the same area
may be difficult to discern.

Ensuring access to procedures
The best procedures are of little help when employees do
not have easy access to them. After the procedures are
written, the next goal should be ensuring they are visible
and accessible. The means of providing access depends
on your particular circumstances and needs. The follow-
ing four methods are all acceptable for providing access
to lockout procedures:
• While they are among the easiest solutions for proce-

dure storage, binders may prove cumbersome.
Workers may have to wait when the binder is in use
elsewhere. Procedures may also be taken out of the
binder and misplaced, or not returned.

• Posting procedures at the machine ensures the correct
procedures are there when needed.

• Posting procedures online allows you to update them
as often as necessary, but workers must have access to
a computer and printer.

• Attaching lockout procedures to work orders can be
done manually or with any CMMS program that
allows you to include digital attachments. Workers
have access to the most up-to-date procedures without
the hassle of logging on to a computer and printing
them. However, since work orders are not issued for all
maintenance tasks, other means for accessing the pro-
cedures should be provided.

Keeping everyone/everything safe
Workers and machinery are the two essential compo-
nents in manufacturing, and keeping them accident-free
should be the goal of any plant concerned with both
safety and the bottom line. Having well-written and
readily available lockout procedures for properly trained
employees is the best way to prevent lockout accidents.
Good LOTO procedures provide compliance, prevent
costly accidents to workers and machines, and increase
productivity.

T
he lockout process is paramount in maintaining a safe
work environment, but writing lockout procedures can be
a confusing task. Effective, well-written procedures are the
key to ensuring that workers understand lockout; howev-

er, many writers wind up with procedures that are either cluttered
with unnecessary information or lacking in essential details.
Good lockout procedures are concise, clear, and easily accessible
to employees.

Creating effective lockout/tagout (LOTO) procedures is a three-
step process that includes:

1. Hazard analysis to determine the type and magnitude of 
hazardous energy associated with each piece of equipment.

2. Identification of steps necessary to isolate that energy and lock-
out the relevant control points.

3. Documentation of the proper steps to isolate and lockout 
energy.

Effective procedures must inform workers not only what to lockout
but also how to lock it out to create a safe work condition. Procedures
must be written in sufficient detail so that all steps for shutting down,
isolating, blocking, securing and relieving hazardous energy are clear-
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Designed for everyday use in the field and on the go, most
would agree that the rugged PT-1650 P-touch® electronic
labeller is an organizational marvel.

It can create labels on a variety of tape sizes and colour 
combinations in seconds. And, using Brother’s unique TZ tape
technology, the PT-1650 creates scratchproof labels that can
withstand sunlight, oils, chemicals and friction. So they’re ideal
for a whole range of industrial and manufacturing applications.

For more information, please call 1-877-BROTHER 
(1-877-276-8437) or visit our website at www.brother.ca
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Make your mark on every job
Brother Canada

L
abelling systems have been on the market in one
form or another for more than 50 years. Ranging
from household labelling of shelves to identifying
business envelopes, electrical lines and test tubes,

labelling systems are used for countless applications.
They have become essential organizational tools in
many industries.

In 1988, Brother Industries Ltd. revolutionized the
industry with the introduction of its electronic hand-held
labellers. Brother has continued to expand and grow this
market, and now carries a wide range of hand-held, desk-
top and computer-connectable P-touch® labellers.

Even the most basic hand-held labeller can produce
professional quality printouts, while dedicated label
printers can harness the power of personal computers to
provide high-design flexibility.

Which labeller is right for you?
The type of labeller you purchase depends entirely on
your application. Brother’s desktop models are larger in
size than their hand-held counterparts, boasting larger
displays and a wider range of features. All models in this
range use Brother’s laminated TZ tape, have dual power
sources (batteries and AC adapter), employ QWERTY
keyboards and print multiple lines of text.

Portable industrial labellers are frequently geared to fit
in one hand for users who need to carry their labeller off-
site. The Brother PT-1650 for instance, was designed to
identify all of your electrical wires, network cables,
switches, controls and equipment. Quick and easy to use,
it produces professional, high-quality printed labels in
seconds—with a variety of size and colour combinations
to meet all your electrical and cabling requirements.

Brother’s patented laminated tapes are durable and safe
for use in electrical environments because they possess an
electrical resistance of up to 8 kV. The labels are also
scratchproof, weatherproof and can withstand extreme
temperatures, sunlight, chemicals, water, oil and friction.

Computer-connectable labellers connect directly to
your PC or Mac®. Brother’s models include powerful
label design software and print on wider tape sizes for
greater flexibility. Use Brother’s PT-2600 or the PT-
9600 to print images, characters, logos and barcodes, as
well as most data linked from a database.

Choosing the right tape
Industrial environments have always presented chal-
lenges for labelling and identification. Today’s growing
data communications and electrical needs require high-
er performance and more reliable equipment. Whether
labelling equipment, racks, panels, faceplates, cables or
wires, harsh and extreme conditions demand a label that
can withstand the elements. Brother P-touch® labels are
specifically designed for such conditions. Understanding
the need for doing the job right the first time, P-touch®
labels are designed to be permanent.

Brother’s P-touch® electronic labellers use unique and
advanced tape technology. Unlike ordinary labels,
Brother’s labels are laminated for exceptional durability.
They resist marks, rips and tears, and are water resistant.
They also resist fading and peeling, and adhere to prac-
tically any surface.

P-touch® TZ tapes are the only tapes available that
boast a unique lamination that enables them to resist
heat, cold, moisture, chemicals and fading, making them
perfect for use outdoors, cold environments and near
food. The labels are extremely durable, have a profession-
al finish and will outlast other labels. So, no matter what
you use them for, they will stand up to the toughest treat-
ment. With over 100 tape colours and widths to choose
from, getting organized is now very easy.

More about Brother
Globally, Brother is a $4.5-billion company employing
more than 20,000 people, 155 of which call Canada

home. The company has 18 production facil-
ities and 38 sales companies operating in
31 countries around the globe.

Brother’s history dates back to 1908
when Kanekichi Yasui opened a
small sewing machine parts and
repair shop in Nagoya, Japan. Its
transformation from humble
beginnings into a diversified multi-
national high-tech corporation would
not have been possible were it not for its strong
leadership and product innovation.

Today, Brother International Corp. (Canada) Ltd. is part of an
impressive worldwide network of companies that markets a range of

business machines and home appliances known for their
originality, creativity and reliability. Key products

include: printers, faxes, multifunction centres
and labelling machines. Brother also markets a
wide range of home and industrial sewing and

embroidery machines.
Brother Canada was established in 1960 and is

headquartered in the Greater Montreal Area. The
company provides sales, marketing, services and techni-

cal support for all Canadian customers directly from its
corporate head office and distribution facilities in Dollard-

des-Ormeaux and Vancouver.
Additional information about Brother and its products is

available at www.brother.ca or by calling (877) 276-8437.
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The Canadian Electrical Code, Part I, and its 
companion text, the CE Code Handbook, have 
been completely updated and include many important
changes, more figures and examples of calculations.
Both are available in spiral bound format only.

Sign up for a 2006 Seminar today!
2006 CE Code Seminars are held at convenient locations

across Canada or at your preferred location.

To order or to register for a seminar,

call 1-800- 463 -6727 or go to

http://cecode.csa.ca

Price Early bird
CE Code and Pocket Reference $135.00 $115.00
CE Code Handbook $95.00 $80.00

Order by 
December 15, 2005

and save.

FREE with theCE Code
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Setting the bar for electrical 
standards
Canadian Standards Association

Nearly 80 years ago, CSA published
the first edition of the Canadian Electrical Code
(CEC)—the first nation-wide electrical standards docu-
ment—which propelled the organization’s role with
respect to electrical products (made official in 1940).
Through its various committees, which are manned by
expert volunteers, CSA continues to regularly update the
nation’s electrical code, reflecting current best practices.

Publishers of Canada’s electrical bible
Updating the Canadian Electrical Code (CEC) is just
one of the many initiatives undertaken by CSA to fulfill
its mandate to make standards work for people and
business, and help make life safer for everyone. The
Canadian Electrical Code is written and updated by a
volunteer committee of experts from regulatory author-
ities, electrical manufacturing, utilities and related
industries.

The updating of the CEC is an ongoing process. As
soon as the committees finish with one edition, the next
set of revisions are started. Revisions are made as safety
requirements and technologies change. Once a new ver-
sion is completed, it is written into legislation, but each
province and territory has its own timetable for adopt-
ing the new code.

Available January 2006, the Canadian Electrical Code
is published in an easy-to-use, spiral bound format. The
CEC Part I includes important changes in technical
requirements in areas such as:
• bonding and grounding
• hazardous locations (classifications)
• ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs)
• sewage lifts and treatment plants
• sunlight, shock and arc flash protection
For the first time, a pocket-sized reference book is being
packaged with the CEC 2006. Easy to carry, it contains
the most frequently used tables and charts.

Not long after the print versions are available, CSA
will be launching the Handbook and the CEC Smart
CD. The CEC Smart CD will contain the full text of
the CEC 2006 as well as the Handbook and will include
interactive calculations, all in an easy-to-navigate for-
mat. Both will be available in March 2006. The
Handbook is an explanation of the CEC’s various rules.
All sections within have been written in a more user-
friendly, consistent format than previous versions, and
more figures and examples of calculations have been
added.

The CSA Learning Centre offers a complete line of
seminars to support its products. Beginning in January
seminars will be offered across the country at various
times and locations. In fact, courses can be arranged
conveniently on client premises. As a special bonus, reg-
istrants to some of the seminars will receive a free copy
of the CEC 2006.

The CEC 2006 and its companion products are avail-
able for pre-order now for 2006 delivery, and are avail-
able at great prices. This is something no electrical con-
tractor can afford to be without. Order before
December 15th to take advantage of Early Bird pricing
at www.ShopCSA.ca.

R
egardless of who you are or what you do for a living, your
life has been touched by Canadian Standards Association
(CSA). Without its standards for safety, who knows what
could happen the next time you pull on your steel-toed

boots or put on your hockey or bicycle helmet.
CSA has been a leader in overseeing standards development since

1919. It was originally established as the Canadian Engineering
Standards Association (CESA), publishing its first standard—
Specification for Steel Railway Bridges—in 1920. CSA did not
adopt its current name until 1944, when it was decided that a

name-change was needed to better reflect the
breadth of CESA’s activity.

Accredited by the Standards Council of Canada
(SCC), CSA is a solutions-oriented organization that
oversees the development and maintenance of more
than 2600 standards for the safety, design or perform-
ance of a range of products and services. Among those,
700 deal with electrical and electronics, many of which
are designed to improve safety in the home, from fuses to
refrigerators.
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IntelliBid
Introducing

Estimating, design build, project

management and billing solutions for

electrical & data cabling contractors

ConEst
®

800 .662.7687    www.conest.com

Software Systems

Design Build

Estimating Software

“Helping the Electrical Industry Take Off”

One Source One Solution

...since 1989

Calculate series segment voltage drops,

Article 220 services and feeders, fault current,

load calculations, conduit, box, wireway fill and

more!  Current NEC tables in IntelliBid en-

sures that your electrical calculations are

precise.  Calculate lighting levels and lamp

types based on room size, ceiling height and

wall color.  No need to calculate then esti-

mate... with ConEst IntelliBid for Design Build,

you design and estimate in one easy step!

LINKS WITHEXPERTESTIMATOR
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Helping the electrical 
industry take off
ConEst Software Systems

C
onEst Software Systems is the leading provider
of estimating, design-build, project manage-
ment and billing software for electrical and data
cabling contractors. Headquartered in

Manchester, N.H., and serving customers worldwide,
ConEst has been delivering solutions to these indus-
tries since 1989.

Software you can’t do without
Intelligence embedded in ConEst’s flagship estimating
program, IntelliBid, includes features that provide auto-
matic calculations for virtually all requirements of the
National Electrical Code (U.S.), ensuring designs and
bids are precise and in full compliance with the code.

Value engineering is provided through the integration
of the design-build features with the Smart Substitution
feature, giving the estimator the ability to do value pric-
ing by automatically converting entire sub-phases for
items such as copper to aluminum or MC cable to hos-
pital-grade BX, for example.

Automatic labour factoring combines all installation
variables affecting labour—such as building elevation,
mounting height, parallel conduit runs, wires in a race-
way and more—to determine the final labour unit for
each item, bringing a higher level of accuracy and con-
sistency to your estimates.

The design-build version of ConEst’s software pro-
vides automated series segment voltage drop calcula-
tions, NEC Article 220 services and feeders, fault cur-
rent, load and motor calculations, and conduit, box and
wireway fill, as well as lighting design calculations.

Data cabling contractors employ ConEst’s comprehen-
sive voice/data/video database to accurately design and
install their structured cabling projects, allowing them to
compete in the VDV/IBS arena with confidence.

With a dynamic link to NetPricer Service, ConEst
customers price their bids instantly through the
Internet. This lets them bid accurately using their ven-
dor-specific material costs.

ConEst Software Systems also provides construction
management tools that expand on the company’s flag-
ship estimating program, IntelliBid. Those tools include
software for tracking bid data, complete project manage-
ment, change order tracking and software for scheduling
your crews, equipment and material with time and
material billing management.

ConEst BidTrac stores all your bid data, including
RFIs, RFQs, phone memos and all bid-related notes. By
keeping track of bid history, contractors are able to fore-
cast their bidding success by knowing their competitors’
order of finish. BidTrac also has built-in fax and e-mail
utilities.

ConEst JobTrac provides complete project management
of your jobs with tools for tracking change orders, alter-
nates, submittals and all correspondence, daily logs and
documentation related to each project. Generate purchase
orders and applications for payment that print to AIA
billing form G703. Job costing and project scheduling
complete the management task with full integration to
ConEst IntelliBid and the ConEst PowerSuite of data
tracking software.

ConEst T&M Billing and Dispatch Manager is a
powerful, easy-to-use billing management tool for
scheduling work crews and equipment, generating
detailed work orders and processing accurate invoices for
all your jobs. Field technicians begin the billing process
by filling out a work order to provide office personnel
with a checklist of commonly used materials. Your
billing department simply fills in the quantity of each
item listed to generate accurate, detailed invoices. With
a seamless integration to ConEst IntelliBid and the

ConEst PowerSuite of software products, T&M Billing and
Dispatch Manager completes the bidding and project management
process.

Responsible industry participant
ConEst Software Systems shows its dedication to educating the
industry by donating its software to colleges, universities and trade
schools. The company further offers its knowledge and industry
experience to those institutions with direct involvement in the lay-
out and design of course curricula focusing on estimating and proj-

ect management. Promoting smart estimating through education is
a focal point of the company and its leaders.

Customers come first
ConEst customers are the foundation of the company’s success,
which is why ConEst is dedicated to continuing their legacy of
prompt, professional service for contractors worldwide. Contractors
rely on ConEst to provide software solutions that streamline their
estimating and project management for increased productivity and
profits on every job.
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Every home or business at one time
or another experiences a disruption
in electrical power. It can be a brief
outage that lasts a few seconds or
minutes, or it can be an extended
blackout that lasts for days. Enduring
a loss of power isn’t just a question

of inconvenience. During blackouts,
parents are understandably con-
cerned about keeping their family
members safe and warm. Spoiled
food is another costly concern, 
especially for restaurants and 
food markets.

Retrofit 
applications

Any residence or place of
business can be updated to
include a generator panel.
In retrofit applications, the
generator panel is typically
fed from an existing service.
The owner must first deter-
mine which circuits are critical
during a power outage - heat,
water, refrigeration, and light-
ing? Then a load calculation
is required to determine the
amperage of the generator

panel required to feed the
critical loads. These panels
are typically rated for 30A or
60A and will handle up to
20 circuits.

New construction 
applications

In new construction,
contractors again need
to know the 
circuits and the esti-
mated load to be covered
by the generator. They do, however,
have a choice of using a service
entrance loadcentre combined with a
separate generator panel or using an
all-in-one service entrance loadcen-
tre/generator panel. The latter is gen-
erally constructed as a 200-Amp
main breaker service entrance panel,
plus an integral 70-Amp generator
panel section. The convenience of
the all-in-one panel is a clean, 
compact installation.

The up-selling 
opportunity

Typically, homeowners will not think
about backup power until it’s too 
late. Adding a generator panel after 
a home is built means relocating 

circuits from the loadcentre to 
the generator panel. The progressive
builder/contractor can take time to
advise customers that making their
new home generator ready will give
them peace of mind now and save
them money in the long run.

Providing emergency stand-by power creates
homebuilder opportunity

FEDERAL PIONEER

New Construction Panels
An all-in-one service entrance 
loadcentre with emergency 
power switching.
When building new homes, Stab-lok offers the
convenience of one enclosure with a pre-wired
transfer switch.

Critical loads are permanently connected at the
loadcentre, minimizing homeowner inconvenience
during utility power outages.

Retrofit Panels
Any home can be upgraded to include a Stab-lok
generator panel, delivering power to critical 
loads when utility power is interrupted.

With the flick of one transfer switch, the 
homeowner’s stand-by generator will 
continue to provide power to critical loads.

www.schneider-electric.ca

Stab-lok®

Generator Panels

A profitable opportunity
for home builders and
electrical contractors 
is to install back-up, 
generator-ready 
electrical systems.

Generator panels allow customers to be 
permanently connected to critical loads 
so they can be fed from either the utility 
supply or, during a power outage, safely
from a stand-by generator.
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That’s the retail value of the Work-Ready Equipment you can receive when you
purchase or lease an eligible new GM van through the Business Choice program.
Quality Adrian Steel® all purpose storage bin system helps you put all the plentiful
space inside Chevrolet Express/Astro and GMC Savana/Safari Vans to very good use.
With Adrian Steel, you know the upfitting equipment is going to be durable, just like
your GM van. The right choice for your line of work – Business Choice. It’s Your Business,
It’s Your Choice. Visit fleet.gmcanada.com or call 1-800-866-0313 for more information.

2618*

*2287 for Chevrolet Express/GMC Savana or 2618 for Chevrolet Astro/GMC Safari.
®Adrian Steel is a registered trademark of Adrian Steel.
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Electrical and electronic leader
Hammond Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

F
ounded nearly 90 years ago in 1917, Guelph, Ont.-based
Hammond Manufacturing Co. Ltd. makes a variety of
products for the electrical and electronic industries,
including metallic and non-metallic enclosures, racks,

cases, outlet strips, surge suppressors and electronic transformers.
Hammond’s roots stem back to the manufacture of radios,

power amplifiers and battery eliminators. During the 1920s, it
concentrated on producing transformers for the burgeoning
fields of broadcasting and communications. Then a booming
post-war demand for electrical goods during the 1950s and
1960s inspired diversification. It was during this time that
Hammond grew to become a leading producer of electrical and
electronic transformers and enclosures.

Over the past 30 years, Hammond has steadily expanded
sales in the United States and overseas markets. This dynamic
Canadian company strategically acquired a number of trans-
former companies, ‘transforming’ itself into one of the largest
suppliers of magnetic components to North America’s electrical
OEMs.

It has also entered into strategic alliances with American and
European firms to extend its already expansive catalogue of
enclosures and accessories. By 2001, the company’s
Transformer Group became Hammond Power Solutions Inc.,
a new and independent company.

Hammond Manufacturings’s Electrical Enclosure and
Electronic groups offer a comprehensive list of high-quality
products. Categories include:
• Enclosures (just about any kind imaginable) and accessories
• Datacom cabinets and racks
• Industrial wireway and troughs
• Power outlet strips

• Small electronic transformers

What’s new at Hammond?
In the past year and a bit, Hammond has strategically entered
the commercial side of the electrical industry by introducing a
full line of boxes, splitters, meter cabinets and wireway. The
Type 3R hinged cover lift-off enclosure is among Hammond’s
newest. Equipped with knockouts, the Type 3R is intended for
use as a wiring/junction box and protects against elements like
rain, sleet, snow and dripping water. It complies with UL,
CSA, NEMA and IEC standards, and is constructed of
formed and spot-welded 16-ga or 14-ga galvanized steel. The
enclosure boasts an extended height door and seam-free sides,
front and back. Its cover is securely fastened with zinc-plated
draw pull catches, and the unit’s oil-resistant gaskets are perma-
nently fixed. The finish consists of a grey powder coating, and
accessories include a panel mounting kit, inner panel and
mounting feet.

Another recently updated product line is Hammond’s
NEMA 4 deep-hinged window kits. These extra-deep kits are
designed to provide protection and easy access to components
and equipment installed inside an enclosure. Made in eight dif-
ferent sizes that range from 12 x 14 in. to 34 x 20 in., the kits
can be ordered in steel or stainless steel versions. They offer up
to 2.5 in. of extra usable depth and can be either left- or right-
hinged for user convenience. An oil-resistant neoprene gasket
provides a watertight seal, and the kits will attach to any
Hammond wallmount series enclosure. (Mounting hardware
and template are included with each kit.)

Eclipse, one of Hammond’s popular industrial enclosures, has
been expanded to include a number of additional sizes. Eclipse

Series single-door enclosures are designed to protect electrical or
electronic equipment against harsh, industrial environments.
Eclipse single-window door enclosures maintain electrical com-
ponent protection where viewing is necessary. Other Eclipse
Series models now made with more sizes include single-door
and two-door.

For the electronics/datacom world, Hammond recently
released a ventilated version of its heavy-duty table top rack cab-
inet. Part of the company’s RCHV Series, this 19-in. cabinet is
made from 16-ga steel and ventilated on both sides to permit
natural air convection. Its panel rails are infinitely adjustable,
with two pairs of rails included for rear support of heavier
equipment. Easy assembly is accomplished using just one bolt
in each corner. After assembly is complete, the cabinet can sup-
port up to 800 lb. It comes in a tough grey/beige or black pow-
der-coat finish.

Pride in product
From sites here in Canada to the United States and Europe,
Hammond’s large network of sales agents and distributors pro-
vides a full line of standard products, modification services and
technical support to electrical and electronic manufacturers,
utilities and institutions.

Hammond Manufacturing is truly a global company with
loyal and happy customers located around the world. The com-
pany’s workforce of over 500 employees takes pride in its prod-
ucts and service. High-performance manufacturing equipment
and continuous improvement contribute to the company’s
well-earned reputation for quality. These efforts have been the
foundation of Hammond’s success and, most importantly, con-
tribute to the success of its customers.

Wire management specialists
Techspan Industries Inc.

T
hough a young company, Techspan has a world of expe-
rience providing wire management products to cus-
tomers across two continents. With eight factories in
Canada, the United States and Europe, Techspan offers

more than 13,000 part numbers from its Mississauga, Ont.,
warehouse alone.

Techspan was founded in 1989 as a joint-venture manufac-
turer specializing in wire management, connector and control
products, says Frank Dunnigan, Techspan’s president and
CEO. “We formed operations initially with a group of distin-
guished and well-established U.S. manufacturers to serve the
Canadian market. Techspan then added joint-venture partners
from around the world.”

It grew by establishing a coast-to-coast network of distribu-
tors and sales representatives, and has grown steadily at a rate of
20% each year since 1989. This consistent and controlled
growth has allowed Techspan to succeed while maintaining
product quality and outstanding service.

Dunnigan believes the company’s core values also have some-
thing to do with its success. “Techspan is customer-driven. We
don’t allow voice mail. When a distributor calls, he wants a
warm body and an answer... now. We give it to him.” Techspan
ships 90% of its orders same-day and stocks over 13,000 SKUs
in its 42,000-sf facility, achieving a 95% fill rate on orders. “We
stock thousands of slow-moving B, C and D items, too,” says
Dunnigan, adding, “This separates us from our competitors.”

Techspan’s customers expect and receive top-quality products,
all of which meet or exceed applicable CSA/UL/EU standards
and are produced in ISO-certified manufacturing facilities.

When it comes to the marketplace, Techspan is viewed as a
problem solver. “If our distributor customer has margin prob-

lems, our product lines provide excellent solutions,” explains
Dunnigan. “If our distributor needs an oddball item by tomor-
row, we provide it.” It’s easy to do business with Techspan
because it offers great products, competitive prices, outstanding
service and personal attention.

Vision for the future
Techspan embraces new technologies that will help the entire
industry grow and become more efficient and competitive,”
says Dunnigan, so long as they meet the quality and service
requirements of the customer.

Techspan launches hundreds of new part numbers every year.
As technologies and industry norms change, so does its prod-
uct line. The joint-venture concept allows Techspan to compete
at every level of the price/value scale. “When the customer
needs highly engineered and precision connectors, we have
them,” says Dunnigan. “When lower-priced, less technical
products are demanded, we have those, as well. Our distribu-
tors can participate in all market segments with the Techspan
brand.”

Distributors earn significantly higher margins with the
Techspan product line, and the end-user is satisfied with the
delivery, quality and price. As long as Techspan maintains this
edge, future growth is assured.

Techspan’s team
As president and CEO, Dunnigan’s job is to drive Techspan’s
values and product concepts. Gerry Dunnigan, Techspan’s
chair, was recently awarded the EFC (Electro-Federation
Canada) industry recognition award for outstanding contribu-
tions to the electrical industry over the last 52 years.

Sales and marketing initiatives are driven by Brian Power,
vice-president of sales, and John Mathe, product manager.
“Both of these gentlemen have dozens of years of sales, market-
ing and technical experience in the electrical marketplace,” says
Dunnigan.

Techspan operates under a 10-point ‘Techspan Philosophy’
through which employees are instilled with three virtues:
enthusiasm, customer commitment and the desire for personal
contact. “All employees are expected to embrace these funda-
mentals,” explains Dunnigan. “To give sensational service,
employees must have the desire to do it right, do it right away
and have fun doing it.”

Techspan has over 35 distinct product families. Some of the
more famous brands include Penn-Union compression con-
nectors, Remke cord grip connectors and Minerallac stainless
steel conduit clips. Quik-Con multi-pole connectors and Euro-
Duct wiring ducts are popular with panel builders from coast-
to-coast.

The 35 product families in the company’s catalogue provide
a one-stop-shop opportunity for Techspan’s electrical distribu-
tor customers. “Our current 340-page catalogue will expand to
over 400 pages in 2006,” boasts Dunnigan.

The Techspan-Remke joint venture has recently released the
new PowR-Lock Teck connector—the first Teck connector
combining the liquidtight sealing grommet and grounding
tines into one piece. This makes the product quicker to install
with superior sealing and pullout strength.

Techspan will continue to introduce new products to meet
the ever-changing needs of the Canadian market, and to add
breadth and quality to its lines. “Our distributors expect this,
and Techspan will continue to deliver,” says Dunnigan.
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Hubbell Canada LP 
870 Brock Road South • Pickering, ON  L1W 1Z8
Tel: (905) 839-1138  •  Fax: (905) 839-9108
Technical Support:  1-877-233-8324 
www.hubbellonline.com

The all new Hubbell Metal Raceway gives you a choice of steel, aluminum, 
single or multi-channel – plus a whole lot more in the way of innovation, capacity, 
reliability and customer support.

More Innovation. The innovative Hubbell Handi-Screw makes box installation 
easier. Boxes feature rounded corners and one-seam construction for a cleaner 
look.

More Capacity. Hubbell’s 4000 series Patent Pending 70/30 By-Pass Divider 
allows for up to 20 percent more data cable in a multi-channel raceway. The 750 
series single-channel raceway holds up to five category 5e or three category 6 
data cables.

More Flexibility. CSA Classifi ed transition fittings connect with competitive 
systems and an extensive line of plates accommodate a broad range of datacom 
and power connectors.

More Customer Support. You can depend on Hubbell sales associates to 
be experienced, trained and knowledgeable, supported with tools like the new 
Raceway System catalogue and the re-designed Website.
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Electrical innovations 
for over 100 years
Hubbell Canada LP

H
arvey Hubbell founded Hubbell Inc. in 1888 on
the premise of new products offering conven-
ience and safety. One of his first and more
prominent inventions was the pull-chain socket,

which was the start of numerous electrical conveniences
we continue to enjoy.

Today, the company Harvey founded boasts over $2
billion in sales worldwide, with manufacturing facilities
and subsidiaries around the world. It markets its prod-
ucts through various brands divided into three sectors
(wiring products, lighting and power systems) that are
united under a common focus in the electrical industry.

The latest and greatest
Hubbell has been leading the way in providing E-tools
to the electrical community with online catalogues,
training and resource centres. Electrical distributors are
able to purchase online and check order status via the
Internet. In addition, Hubbell provides a dedicated toll-
free, bilingual technical support line—accessible across
the country—as a value-added service.

All three Hubbell Canada divisions are active in intro-
ducing new products. The wiring products division
launched the Hi-Impact System, which provides a com-
plete end-to-end Ethernet communication solution for
punishing environments. This division also introduced
Hubbell Building Automation products that provide
various occupancy sensors coupled with lighting control
solutions to address the need for energy conservation.

Meantime, the Hubbell wiring division’s new Insulgrip
Interlocks provide an increased level of safety and relia-
bility in industrial connectors through a revolutionary
and patented plug-check mechanism.

The Hubbell lighting division has had an innovative
year with the introduction of several new products,
including the Spaulding Cimarron, Kim Parking Garage
Light, AAL Arts & Crafts products, as well as a new
emergency lighting family specific to the Canadian mar-
ketplace. The Hubbell lighting division also launched
exciting new products, including the Firetight fire-resist-
ant recessed downlight from Prescolite and direct-burial
floodlight from Kim Lighting. Hubbell’s Power Systems
introduced new products aimed at the utility market,
including Type-C polymer cutouts and temporary
cutout tools for 15kV and 27kV live-line maintenance.

Hubbell continues its legacy of innovation with its all-
new metal raceway line. This complete line offers the
end-user a range of application solutions. Features such
as the Hubbell Handy-Screw, 70/30 split, larger capaci-
ty and seamless edged device boxes continue maintain
the company’s tradition of standing apart from the rest.

The new raceway line is offered in steel or aluminum for
single- or multi-channel applications, and boasts a lot in
the way of innovation, capacity, reliability and customer
support. The Handi-Screw makes box installation easier;
boxes feature rounded corners and one-seam construction
for a cleaner look. The 4000 Series, patent-pending 70/30
By-Pass Divider allows for up to 20% more data cable in
a multi-channel raceway. The 750 series single-channel
raceway holds up to five Cat 5e or three Cat 6 data cables.
A transition fitting connects to competitive systems, while
an extensive line of plates accommodate a broad range of
datacom and power connectors.

You can depend on Hubbell sales associates to be expe-
rienced, trained and knowledgeable, supported with
tools like the new Raceway System catalogue and re-
designed website.

Still growing but keeping ‘lean’
Hubbell’s Canadian head office is located in Pickering,

Ont., consolidating the three business platforms of lighting, power
systems and wiring products in one central location.

It continues to expand its breadth of line in electrical products
through internal growth and strategic acquisitions. Some of the
more recent acquisitions include Temco (metallic outlet boxes),
Adam (services poles/power centres), AB Chance (electrical equip-
ment for the utility industry) and Lighting Corp. of America
(industrial, commercial and residential lighting products).

The company’s tradition of quality is supported by a management

system certified to the latest ISO 9001 international standard. Not
resting on its laurels, Hubbell has embarked on the ‘Lean
Journey’—a philosophy of continually improving products, process
and services while eliminating non-value-added activities.

Lean thinking is also being used at Hubbell to accelerate new prod-
uct development and incorporate the ‘Voice of the Customer’ early in
the design process by directly involving end users, installers and chan-
nel partners. These initiatives are helping Hubbell become even more
responsive and flexible in meeting ever-changing market needs.
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The only one 
you’ll ever need.
We designed Can-Twist™ with all the features YOU wanted: 

� A one size fits all wire connector, with wings for a better grip. 
� Fits all red, yellow and orange applications (3 #22 to 3 #10), yet small to fit in tight spaces. 

� Expandable side walls that hold two small wires snugly or flex to hold a number of large wires. 
� Extended skirt for overstrip protection. 

� Heat set springs that won’t let go. 
� And square cut spring wire for quicker pick-up. 

It’s in a class by itself. No wonder it is the leading wire connector in Canada.

Ask for it.

For information call: 1-800-824-3325

Better than perfect. It’s...
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The electrician’s one-stop shop
Ideal Industries (Canada) Corp.

all’ wire connector to specifically meet the needs of the
Canadian electrical market.

Perfected after more than a year of research, product
development and market testing, Can-Twist can be
specified for all common connection applications.

It can handle from 22AWG to 8AWG solid or strand-
ed wires. Can-Twist connects a minimum of three No.
22 wires to a maximum of three No. 10 wires, satisfying
all of the most general applications. It has been available
now for about two years.

Besides the tremendous one-size-fits-all benefit, Can-
Twist wire connectors offer a number of other advantages.
Since the threads are square and heat-set, Can-Twist con-
nectors deliver a quicker pick-up and a more reliable per-
formance. The swept-wing design provides greater grip-
ping power, the side walls flex to accommodate various-
sized wire loads while the extended skirt provides over-
strip protection. Can-Twist is also a relatively small prod-
uct, which makes it easier to work in tight spaces.

Can-Twist’s outstanding flexibility has brought a con-
siderable boost in productivity for electricians, and
because it fits so many different applications, fewer
SKUs are needed to stock the inventory. At the jobsite,
professionals can work faster and more efficiently since
they need to reach for only one type of connector.

Extrême heat
Contrary to popular opinion, it can get really hot in
Canada. At least certain high-temperature electrical
applications will make it feel that way. That’s why
IDEAL has also launched Can-Twist Extrême, another
one-size-fits-all solution made specifically for Canada’s
high-temperature wire connector market.

Tully-Petersen says, “Can-Twist Extrême has all the
properties of the regular Can-Twist wire connectors, but
is moulded from a special resin to meet the high temper-
ature demands of specialty markets, such as lighting,
motors and other high-heat electrical installations.”

Can-Twist Extrême has been CSA certified up to
150°C (302°F). It’s available right now in packages of
15, 100, 175, 475 and 25,000 units.

Safety first
Tully-Petersen says, “IDEAL’s focus is innovation. For
example, another novel product we have is a tester called
TightSight™. It’s both a clamp meter and digital mul-
timeter. It has two screens, one being a flip-down screen
at its base. This makes it safe for electricians to use in
constricted spaces.”

TightSight’s remarkable display gives electrical profes-
sionals a level of testing freedom and safety beyond any
other testing tool currently on the market. It allows an
electrician to keep his head and face out of potentially
dangerous panels while viewing the measurement.
TightSight is invaluable in tight, dark or bright locations.

Another great safety feature is the high-voltage indica-
tor, which shows the presence of voltage even when the
dial is set to the wrong function. TightSight’s CAT III
and IV ratings, rugged design (with large tapered jaws
and a wire separating hook tip) and cUL certification
allows electricians to concentrate on the job at hand
rather than worry whether their tools are safe to operate.

One important indicator of how significant
TightSight has become in the electrical market is the
2005 INNOVATIONS Award. Electrical Contracting
Products chose TightSight as the winner in its Test
Equipment Category, saying: “IDEAL’s TightSight
clamp meter gives users unparalleled safety, convenience
and performance.”

That description fits IDEAL Industries (Canada)
Corp. as well. The company is constantly striving to give
Canadian electrical professionals better products for
every job, big or small. If you need supplies and equip-
ment for your next wiring job, IDEAL is definitely the
ideal choice.

I
DEAL Industries (Canada) Corp. was established in Ajax,
Ont., in 1963, when the company began manufacturing
Yellow 77 wire pulling lubricant. From its start as a com-
pression moulder of the original Wire-Nut® twist-on wire

connector, IDEAL has expanded to produce Wire Twist® for
worldwide distribution, as well as the popular Wing Nut®
brand. T-Stripper wire strippers are also widely used by profes-
sionals who appreciate IDEAL’s reputation for durability 
and excellence.

Over 6000 items make up the IDEAL family of products. As a
company synonymous with innovation, quality and service,
IDEAL has added fish tapes, testers and professional grade leather
products for electricians to its catalogue. Universally popular, its
leather products are now distributed to electricians throughout

Canada, the United States, Europe and Australia.
Dorothy Tully-Petersen, IDEAL’s director of marketing and sales,

says, “We make everything for electricians, providing all the equip-
ment they need to wire up a house. This includes fish tape, conduit
benders, cutters and strippers, connectors and testers.”

Describing the business, Tully-Petersen adds, “We’re an independ-
ent Canadian company. With approximately 65 employees and our
Ajax plant totalling 100,000 sf, we’re the second largest wire con-
nector manufacturer in North America.”

A Canadian twist
Can-Twist™ is the first significant improvement in twist-on wire
connector technology in many years, and this product is available
exclusively in Canada. In fact, IDEAL launched this ‘one-size-fits-
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Visit us online at iplc.com or call toll-free 866-353-2785.

Developed and marketed by Vantera Incorporated.

* Recipient of Natural Resources Canada, Office of Energy
Efficiency, 2000-2002 Energy Management Technology Award

Attention: Electrical Contractors and Electricians

SHOW YOUR CLIENTS HOW TO
SAVE 65% IN POWER COSTS WITH THE

Intelligent Parking 
Lot Controller (IPLC)*

Intelligent Parking 
Lot Controller (IPLC)*

Unit controls two power circuits
independently

Each unit installs in 15 minutes

Duplex receptacle and 
weather-proof cover are 
standard off-the-shelf 
items for replacement

Unit attaches securely to 
a variety of parking lot 
junction boxes

Red and green LEDs indicate live
outlet or block heater problems

Cast metal case ensures durability

Optical data port permits
individualized outlet programming

Electronics embedded in
weatherproof elastomer block to
assure long-term reliability

IPLC
*

CHECK WITH YOUR PROVINCIAL
ELECTRIC UTILITY FOR ANY
INSTALLATION REBATES OR
INCENTIVES THAT MAY BE AVAILABLE

Visit us online at iplc.com or
call toll-free 866-353-2785.

� Easy low-cost retrofit to existing parking lot
junction boxes and stall-by-stall conversions
provide phase-in flexibility.

� Factory programmed or fully programmable for
custom needs.

� Smart technology measures temperature to
regulate power delivery, ensuring starts at any
temperature for maximum efficiency.

� Internal unit diagnostics save unnecessary
service calls and avoid tripped breakers - know
the what, when and where of any problem. 

� Customer-friendly colour LEDs alert car owners
to faulty extension cords or block heaters, and
reduce needless complaints.

� Ten years use in the field with 99.8% reliability.

SAVINGS WILL HELP YOUR
CLIENTS PAY FOR UNIT IN
AS LITTLE AS ONE YEAR
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Keeping vehicles running in
Canadian winters
IPLC (the Intelligent Parking Lot Controller)

T
he Intelligent Parking Lot Controller, otherwise
known as IPLC, is an energy-efficient, high-tech
outdoor home and parking lot power outlet for
engine block heaters that reduces electrical con-

sumption and costs by up to 65%. Invented by Dr.
Glenn Rosendahl, IPLC is manufactured in Elie, Man.,
and sold across Canada to meet the cold-start needs of
drivers wherever frigid winter conditions occur.

Almost five million vehicles in Canada need to have
their engines kept warm during the winter. Plugged in
both at home and at work, regular power outlets don’t
regulate electrical delivery according to demand, which
leads to a lot of wasted energy (particularly on warmer
days, when heating the engine block may not be neces-
sary). Peak or ‘spurt’ usage of conventional outlets during
morning and evening hours also puts a strain on over-
stretched power utilities. IPLC helps alleviate such spikes
by distributing power demand as evenly as possible.

Programming tells IPLC to cut power delivery to the
block heater when temperatures rise above –5°C. Then
it varies power delivery from 10% at –5°C up to 100%
at –25°C and below.

Consisting of a controller housing, electronic control
and AC load switch assembly, the patented IPLC incor-
porates a microprocessor, temperature sensors, plus red
and green LEDs to inform drivers about the system’s sta-
tus. Electronics are imbedded inside a moulded, flexible,
weatherproof elastomer block while a tough cast-metal
case provides long-term durability. Attaching easily to a
variety of junction box types, each unit can be installed
in just 15 minutes.

IPLC works by measuring temperature and wind chill,
the amount of current drawn and how long the block
heater is plugged in, and is programmed to automatically
and flexibly provide ideal power flow by taking these vari-
ables into account. It is precisely this intelligent operation
that results in such dramatic energy and cost benefits.

IPLC founder Glenn Rosendahl says, “The system
monitors its own power consumption and performance,
which is unique in the field.” IPLC records how many
times people plug in, and keeps a database on the way a
parking lot is being used. “When you get that feedback,
you can design better schedules.”

Another big advantage is that IPLC indicates whether
a vehicle’s block heater is working correctly. A short or
break in the electrical circuit is often an aggravating
problem: you plug in your car expecting it to start when
you return, only to discover the hard way that your block
heater was never actually drawing power.

Rosendahl says, “IPLC catches short circuits so parking
lots keep working.” It cancels the need for an emergency
boost by continuously scrutinizing the circuit, restoring
power when a detected short or trip is corrected.

An investment that pays off 
year-after-year
One IPLC unit costs under $150 and saves $66 in ener-
gy costs each year. So after two-and-a-half years, the sys-
tem has paid for itself. Drivers like IPLC because it lets
their cars and trucks start reliably and safely no matter
how cold the weather gets.

“People tell me, ‘I can go to sleep at night knowing my
car is going to start in the morning’,” says Rosendahl.
“This is important, especially in western Canada, where
there isn’t much mass transit.”

Home and business owners appreciate IPLC because it
saves them money on their energy bills. Utilities like it
because they don’t have to generate so much power, which
helps preserve natural resources and the environment.

Rosendahl notes, “It just makes sense with the Kyoto
Accord and rising energy costs.” Others agree with

Rosendahl’s assessment. For example, the Government of Manitoba
is offering a $100 incentive for every IPLC unit purchased because
of the energy savings. So in that province, each unit pays for itself
in less than one winter season.

The Canadian Armed Forces employ IPLCs at bases throughout
the West, while the U.S. military buys them for their vehicle fleet in
Alaska. Every Winnipeg hospital parking lot is equipped with the
system, and the Winnipeg police keep their cruisers starting with
IPLC, too.

In 2000, Natural Resources Canada’s Office of Energy Efficiency

bestowed its Equipment and Technology Award on IPLC, which
also won an Arctic Energy Efficiency Award.

Rosendahl expects the 2005/2006 winter season to be a good one
for his company. Sales have been building momentum. “We’re hop-
ing to really take off this year—we’ve sold about 25,000 units, with
half of those sales in the past year alone.”

High electricity costs, concern for the environment and the neces-
sity for safe, dependable transportation in cold weather are all part
of everyday life in Canada. Considering these challenges, the IPLC
is a great idea that’s arrived at the right place at the right time.
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Wiring two systems has never 
been easier. Your rewards

have never been greater.
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Making homes smarter... one 
residence at a time
On-Q/Legrand Canada

municate around the house, both inside and outside (like a patio or
deck), and can interface with other products, such as On-Q’s audio
system (the intercom will interrupt music).

Structured wiring
Of particular interest for On-Q/Legrand is to make smart home prod-
ucts interoperable through the use of structured wiring. For example,
if builders put Cat 5e cable in place during a new home’s construction,
modules like cameras, computers, speakers, etc. can share a common
interface. This unshielded twisted pair, 24-gauge cable isn’t exotic or

expensive—anybody with a basic home network will already have it
connecting a router and Internet modem under their desk.

Prolas explains, “We don’t sell the wire. Instead, On-Q/Legrand
sells all the components utilizing that wire.”

On-Q/Legrand products hook up to structured wiring—Cat 5e
and also RG6 cables—to create an integrated smart home all-broad-
cast communication system. Any room of a house can now boast
telephone/fax/modem, cable TV, digital satellite reception, high-
speed Internet access, computer networking, audio/video, security
and home management.

T
he Legrand group of companies is a global organ-
ization with the power and resources to make
good things happen. In fact, with sales offices in
dozens of countries, Legrand is the world’s largest

manufacturer of low-voltage electrical products, with
manufacturing operations in more than 60 nations and
distributing in over 100 markets. Today, the group has
over 4500 active patents worldwide.

The group invents solutions for comfort, safety, com-
munication and productivity that range from simple and
low-cost access to lighting, to the overall control of elec-
trical systems and data networks.

Each year, Legrand allocates four to five per cent of its
sales to the research and development of new electrical
products. There are over 1500 employees in 20 countries
working in the group’s laboratories. Each year, the group
devotes more than one-third of its industrial investments
to new products and systems.

Legrand North America alone has 26,000 employees
across the United States and Canada generating annual
sales of nearly $4 billion. Headquartered in West
Hartford, Conn., Legrand NA aims to be the premier
choice for electrical and network infrastructure prod-
ucts, systems and solutions.

Its success is based on its recognition that diversity in
people, products, innovation and technology is an
important strength. Steady growth has been driven by
both operational excellence and strategic acquisitions. Its
core businesses now include Wiremold/Legrand, Pass &
Seymour/Legrand, Ortronics/Legrand, Watt
Stopper/Legrand and last, but certainly not least, On-
Q/Legrand.

Building a smarter home
Gerald Prolas, a business development manager for On-
Q/Legrand Canada, defines this remarkable company:
“It’s about lifestyle and safety. We bring ‘smart home’
technologies into new homes—like having music in
every room, or plugging in a computer anywhere, or
using video intercoms to communicate with people out-
side. On-Q/Legrand even has lighting control systems
so you never come home to a dark house.”

With a background in the infrastructure voice and data
industry, Prolas has experience designing telecommuni-
cations systems. On-Q/Legrand tapped him to find dis-
tributors so its smart home products would find their
way to audio/video integration companies, installers,
security companies, and builders of new homes.

Prolas loves what he does. “It’s a great place to work.
Everybody wants to be at On-Q/Legrand because
they’re excited about providing innovative products that
improve people’s homes.”

He works with distributors, dealers and contractors to
help them build their own businesses. “I do training as
well, helping builders adapt On-Q/Legrand products as
options for their homes,” he explains. “By educating
builders’ salespeople, they can inform new home buyers
about smart home solutions.”

Only about five to 10 per cent of new homes in
Canada are fabricated with smart home infrastructure
built-in, says Prolas, unlike the United States, which sits
at about 50 per cent. Expanding the market for smart
home technology in Canada comes down to builder
acceptance. He says, “The younger generation of home
builders tend to be more accepting of new technologies.”

On-Q/Legrand’s goal is to increase the revenue of its
partners. It works to accomplish this objective by con-
tinually introducing innovative smart home products.
One example Prolas cites is the company’s revolutionary
intercom system. It can be used by homeowners to com-
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Homeowners want it all. More safety. More convenience. More 

ways to enjoy their home. With electrical devices from P&S and 

home systems from On-Q/Legrand, you can give it to them — 

and build a more profitable business in the process.

You’ll see how easy it is to sell and install such innovative solutions 

as intercom systems, child-safety outlets, in-wall hallway lighting, 

advanced lighting controls, security cameras, even

products for home theaters and multi-room audio.

It’s easy because we provide 

you with everything you need.

Training to get you up to

speed. Tools that make these

upgrades practically sell

themselves. Fast installation,

so you do more in less time.

And styles and colors that

create a consistent look

throughout the home.

Find out just how rewarding wiring P&S and On-Q/Legrand 

systems can be. Visit www.passandseymour.com/onq6 to learn 

more about our products and new sales tools, to sign up for 

training and to find the name of your P&S sales representative. 

Or simply call 888-451-8903 for a free information packet.

Sales tools like the P&S Better Electrical 

and On-Q/Legrand brochures help you sell the

electrical and home system solutions today’s

homeowners demand. For your FREE copies, 

go to www.passandseymour.com/onq6 or ask 

your P&S rep.

Together, Pass & Seymour 

and On-Q/Legrand give

you more ways to build

your business.

What would a complete smart home infrastructure look like?
Using enclosures, cables, connectors and basic modules, a smart
home could provide state-of-the-art entertainment (music,
TV/video, gaming and home theatre), communications (Internet,
intercom, telephone and home office) and comfort (lighting,
power, security and home control). Indeed, On-Q/Legrand prod-
ucts really are about “lifestyle and safety”.

The big advantage to this formula is system integration. To illus-
trate, an intercom, security cameras and LCD screens—plus dis-
tributed audio—can all work together, functioning as a whole that’s
greater than the sum of the individual parts.

The benefits of this structured wiring system are manifest: easy
installation during construction; time savings; consistent installa-
tions done right the first time; and functional integration of On-
Q/Legrand’s smart home systems.

Key products
On-Q/Legrand’s Cat5 Intercom kits have a modern, sleek design
with a decorator quality finish. With a capacity for 12-room sta-
tions, the intercom interfaces with the smart home audio system

and features an audio interrupt function. Users can release any
locked gate or door, including the garage, from any unit. There’s a
monitor function, plus Mute and Privacy are available at each room
unit. Available in Brushed Stainless, Shiny Brass, Antique Brass or
White, the outdoor patio intercom works just like any room unit.

Next, the LyriQ distributed audio kit works with a single run of
Cat 5 cable to each volume control, whose units offer a sleek design
with infrared signal scanner for On-Q’s universal (whole-house)
remote. The remote is unique to On-Q/Legrand. It enables every
volume control in the entire house to be set at the same time.
Functions include On/Off, Mute, Volume and Source Select. The
remote can be programmed to control all the A/V equipment in
the house, in addition to the On-Q keypad wall controls.

Built right into the walls, 6.5-in. and 8-in. EvoQ speakers are an
important part of the smart home’s distributed audio system. The
EvoQ 1000 value line speakers are rated at 50W. Blue line multi-
room EvoQ 3000 speakers are suitable for a Cat 5 audio system
and are rated for 100W or 150W. EvoQ 5000 blue line home the-
atre speakers (150W and 200W) are complimented by a 10-in.
subwoofer, while a 12-in. subwoofer is available with EvoQ 7000

(200W and 250W) gold line units.
Discrete wall-mounted Cat 5 security monitoring

cameras can send real-time images to televisions, closed-
circuit LCD monitors and the Internet. The cameras
can actually send signals to all three mediums simulta-
neously—an On-Q/Legrand exclusive. Each LCD
module can power up to two 3.5-in., colour flat-panel
monitors.

The On-Q wireless Internet access point is designed
to transparently blend into the background by
installing behind an in-ceiling speaker mounting ring.
Laptop or desktop computers can then wirelessly hook
up to the Internet from any room in the house through
this Cat 5 access point.

On-Q/Legrand lighting and automation solutions
are quite extensive. Incandescent, fluorescent and halo-
gen lamps can be set to fit the needs and schedules of
homeowners who want to achieve an individual level of
comfort and safety. Customized lighting scenes are sim-
ple to program, and users can control the home’s
ambiance or mood with one touch.

This stellar line-up of products has earned the atten-
tion and accolades of numerous organizations and mag-
azines. In fact, since 1996, On-Q/Legrand has garnered
43 different awards. There are simply too many to list,
but a few of the most recent honors include the
Electronic House 2005 Top Product (Cat 5 Intercom
System) and the 2005 TecHome Builder High-Impact
Product of the Year Award (the Wireless Access Point
was selected from 28 finalists nominated by readers of
the publication). Other awards are the 2005 Electronic
House Product of the Year Award (Cat 5 Intercom
System) and the 2005 Custom Retailer Exc!te Award
(Wireless Access Point).

The On-Q home advantage
Prolas isn’t kidding when he says On-Q/Legrand’s
vision is to increase the revenue of its partners. For elec-
trical installation professionals, the company offers
training classes to deliver detailed instructions on the
smart home technology market, sales approaches and
the technical aspects of On-Q/Legrand solutions.
Regional channel managers co-ordinate all support
services for classes, which include technical training
courses and sales seminars.

Another illustration of this effort to increase part-
ners’ profits is the On-Q Builder Program. Through
this program, Legrand gives builders the resources
they need to sell On-Q smart home solutions to buy-
ers who are sometimes skeptical or anxious about new
technology.

For example, custom literature presents this technol-
ogy as easy-to-understand upgrade options for cus-
tomers. Builders select the solutions best suited to their
housing developments, and On-Q/Legrand packages
them together in a tailored piece of literature. On-
Q/Legrand will also help builders create customized
Web pages with automatic content updates. Also, a
public relations kit features sample press releases and
sales promotion tips to generate consumer awareness
and excitement through reports in local media.

A free online listing in the On-Q builder database
generates traffic through each builder’s model homes.
In addition, qualified home buyer referrals come direct-
ly to builders from On-Q/Legrand advertising, trade
show participation and other promotions.

Builders are able to equip their sales offices with
On-Q point-of-sale displays. These displays are
designed to demonstrate the functions and benefits
of profitable smart home solutions to new home
buyers. There’s even a toll-free hotline (800-310-
9298) staffed by On-Q representatives to help
builders answer home buyers’ questions.

On-Q/Legrand Canada is a company that provides
innovative solutions to the residential wiring industry.
The potential market for smart home products is huge,
especially in Canada, and On-Q/Legrand offers a com-
plete range of entertainment, communications and com-
fort options to serve that market. Homeowners no longer
have to change their daily routine to suit the limitations
of their homes. Instead, On-Q/Legrand helps create bet-
ter homes that fit each customer’s unique lifestyle.

Home Builders’ Showcase
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20,000 reasons and counting
Leviton Mfg. of Canada Ltd.

been developing, engineering and manufacturing archi-
tectural lighting control systems for nearly two decades,
with flagship installations for prestigious corporate, gov-
ernment, and institutional clients worldwide.

Ever evolving to meet customer needs
Equipped with the latest CAD/CAM design tools,
direct model-making capability, and industry-leading
research and development and testing facilities, Leviton
continues to introduce premium specification-grade
devices, power-quality equipment, microprocessor con-
trols, and a host of other products. Employing vertical-
ly integrated manufacturing, the company fabricates vir-
tually all parts for the devices it produces. Industrial
robotics and automated assembly dramatically improve
the manufacturing process: production times are meas-
ured in minutes, sometimes seconds.

Leviton employs a quality assurance team to check
component parts and subassemblies at every step to
ensure finished devices are perfect. Leviton also uses UL
to secure ISO registration for all its manufacturing
plants, warehouses and offices. All warehouses are linked
by a computer network to provide customers with effi-
cient order filling.

Distributed entertainment
“Families want to do more than just surf the Internet;
they want entertainment from their systems,” notes
Potter. That’s why Leviton developed LE&AP (Leviton
Entertainment & Applications Platform): a digital
media storage and retrieval system that’s part of a home’s
structured cabling network. LE&AP enables everyone
in a household to access songs, videos and digital pho-
tos—typically stored on just one user’s PC—on any net-
worked TV, computer or audio system in the home.

LE&AP consists of a data storage server called the
Digital Distribution Center: a remote-controlled digital
player that interfaces through the television and cables
installed in the walls to connect everything. LE&AP is
certainly making waves: it won the 2005 Tech Home
Mark of Excellence award.

Acenti and Decora
Leviton’s Acenti collection is a new platform for residen-
tial devices and lighting controls that’s made for design-
conscious homeowners. The design of Acenti electrical
switches, lighting controls and receptacles is based on a
clean, uncluttered control surface set into a contoured
wallplate. Precision components ensure the alignment of
devices and wallplates, as well as smooth, quiet operation.
These devices are 100% compatible with standard elec-
trical boxes and require no special tools for installation.

The Acenti Triplex receptacle is an industry first. It
accommodates three plugs simultaneously, and top and
bottom outlets are reversed so that low-voltage transform-
ers can be plugged in without blocking the other outlet.

The Acenti dimmer uses a simple control scheme with
a signature blue LED locator light (for easy identifica-
tion in the dark). The push-pad features a unique
‘return-to-neutral-position’ design.

Suitable for retrofitting old homes, as well as new con-
struction, Leviton’s Decora Home Control devices pro-
vide comfort, convenience and security while saving
energy. They work with a home’s existing AC wiring to
provide manual and programmed remote control of
lights and appliances. No modification or redesign of
AC lines is needed.

A go-to resource
Original products like LE&AP, Acenti and Decora
Home Control highlight Leviton’s leading position in
the electrical marketplace. Advanced facilities, expert
employees and sophisticated design are hallmarks that
make Leviton Mfg. of Canada Ltd. a valuable resource
for electrical professionals.

L
eviton Manufacturing is a leading North American produc-
er of electrical and electronic products. Founded in 1906 to
make gas light tip mantles, today this multinational compa-
ny offers more than 20,000 products in its catalogue for

industrial, commercial, OEM and residential markets. These prod-
ucts include switches, receptacles, wallplates, lighting controls,
home automation, plugs and connectors, and surge suppression.

The company will be celebrating its centennial next year, and for
more than 50 of those 100 years, Leviton Mfg. of Canada Ltd. has
ably served the Canadian electrical market. Established in the
Montreal area in 1953, the company carries the full catalogue of
Leviton parts and systems for a variety of electrical applications. 120
employees work in the head office in Quebec, with specialists for
every electrical discipline. All of the company’s regional managers

are engineers, which indicates Leviton’s solid level of expertise.
Breda Potter of Leviton Mfg. of Canada says, “We sell residential

dimmers to theatrical lighting, industrial devices, locking and anti-cor-
rosive devices, and motor starter switches.” Leviton also provides fibre
optics and multimedia networking for the home and for business,
lighting with new-wave technology, surge suppression products and
UPS units, as well as a complete safety package for industrial plants.

She emphasizes Leviton’s lighting solutions. “We give institutions
a full solution by marrying architectural with theatrical lighting.”

One of the company’s business units is Leviton Voice & Data,
which creates next-generation, high-speed communications prod-
ucts and manufacturing technologies.

Leviton Lighting Controls supports Leviton’s objective to become a
major supplier of lighting controls and systems. The company has
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Lighting the way for builders and
the environment
Philips Lighting Company

B
oth homeowners and the construction commu-
nity are aware of, and subscribing to, the move
toward sustainable design. Whereas once it may
have been seen as a passing fad, the use of envi-

ronmentally responsible building materials, systems and
practices is becoming increasingly important in today’s
built environment—including the residential market.

Consider the product’s entire cycle
Philips Lighting Co. has been an industry leader in envi-
ronmental initiatives, educating end users about sustain-
able lighting solutions. With its landmark launch of
ALTO in 1995, Philips pioneered a new category of low-
mercury fluorescent lamps, heightened corporate envi-
ronmental awareness and eliminated more than nine
tons of mercury at its source. This ALTO manufacturing
process has produced a growing range of products,
including halogen, compact fluorescents, metal halide
and high-pressure sodium.

Reduce
The company’s ALTO® fluorescent lamps serve as a per-
fect example of Philips’ environmental stewardship.
They combine the lowest mercury with long life and
energy efficiency, averaging 70% less mercury than the
2001 industry average for fluorescent lamps. ALTO Plus
T8 lamps achieve a 50% longer life than standard T8
lamps, reducing their impact on the environment.

Since lighting usually accounts for about half of the
energy used in a typical building, energy-efficient light-
ing not only reduces operating costs but supports a clean
and sustainable environment. The latest Philips innova-
tion, an industry-exclusive 25W T8 fluorescent lamp, is
the lowest energy-consuming T8 on the market. Paired
with the Advance Optanium ballast, it provides end
users with gained efficiencies.

Reuse
ALTO lamps use 100% recycled mercury during the
ALTO manufacturing process.

Recycle
Philips encourages recycling of all spent mercury-con-
taining lamps at end-of-life (where permitted).

“Philips is leading the industry in employing the
‘reduce, reuse, recycle’ design throughout the product
life cycle,” says Erik Bouts, president and CEO of Philips
Lighting Co. North America, who believes a truly sus-
tainable approach to lighting must consider all stages of
a product’s life cycle. “Philips continues to be the trail-
blazer in low-mercury product innovations that con-
tribute to initial source reduction, and we also support
the industry in its quest to implement a more extensive
infrastructure to regulate recycling.”

Manufacturing and education
Recognizing that sustainability begins from within,
Philips Lighting is a certified ISO 9000-compliant light-
ing manufacturer with all of its facilities ISO 14000
compliant. The designation recognizes the company’s
system of evaluating the environmental impact of its
production facilities and communicating these results to
the public.

Philips Lighting also adopted EcoVision (the standard
of environmental care that Royal Philips Electronics
applies to all of its operations), which has reduced energy
and water consumption, the amount of packing materi-
als used and emissions at its eight North American plants.

Parlaying its resources and expertise, the company has
earned a leadership position in education within the
lighting industry. As a member of the U.S. and

Canadian Green Building councils, Philips Lighting Co. is actively
involved with the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
for Existing Buildings (LEED-EB™) Green Building Rating
System. To help program participants, Philips developed an online
tool to help users calculate the mercury content of the lighting
across their facilities.

In the words of Gerard Kleisterlee, president and CEO of Royal
Philips Electronics, “We recognize the need to perform not only
against a single, financial bottom line, but against the triple bottom
line. This involves the simultaneous pursuit of not just economic

prosperity and environmental quality, but social equity. It’s about
living up to our brand promise.”

Besides elegant fixtures and smart wiring, homeowners gain pride
from knowing the products used in the construction of their homes
are sensitive to the needs of the natural world. No one understands
this dynamic better than Philips Lighting Co. when it comes to
home builders’ and electrical contractors’ lighting requirements. It
offers an integrated approach to sustainable lighting solutions that
makes all project participants—from designer and home builder to
electrician and homeowner—prosperous and proud.
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TIRED OF BEING TOLD THERE IS 
NO SERVICE ALTERNATIVE FOR YOUR UPS?

the SUPERIOR LOWER COST ALTERNATIVE TO YOUR UPS OEM

COAST TO COAST - !      SALES AND SERVICE
Our Service Team is Factory Trained on

POWERWARE, EXIDE, GE, BEST, EMERSON, ARGUS, LIEBERT, SAFT

THE POWERWRIGHT GROUP OF COMPANIES

HEAD OFFICE: 72 Devon Road Unit 1

Brampton, Ontario  L6T 5B4

905 790-3100 • Toll Free: 1 866 790-3100 • Fax: 905 790-1970www.powerwright.com
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It’s all about customer service
PowerWright

A
lot of electrical industry companies offer hundreds—
even thousands—of products or services to meet a
range of customer needs, but then there are those who
choose to do just one thing. By focusing their efforts on

a single category of product, they’re able to provide undiluted
sales and service expertise. Hey, if you specialize, you’re bound
to become really good in that domain.

PowerWright is just such a company.
“We are—first and foremost—a UPS service provider,” says

Ken Stub, company vice-president.
Established in 1998 as a distributor for uninterruptible power

supply (UPS) systems and power protection products in
Ontario, the company has grown to become a national multi-
vendor UPS service provider, with offices in St. John’s, Halifax,
Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver.

“In addition, PowerWright is a distributor for multiple UPS
vendors, including GE, SAFT, SOLA and Tripp-Lite, servicing
industrial, commercial and telecommunications markets across
Canada,” explains Stub. “PowerWright also refurbishes UPS
systems for resale to users who require power protection but
don’t want the expense of a new system.”

Because the company is, at its core, a service provider, distrib-
uting UPS products is seen as a necessary function to providing
customer service. In Stub’s experience, major UPS OEMs are
concerned with one objective only—namely to sell UPS sys-
tems. He notes that post-sales support (i.e. service) is merely a
requirement to accomplish this end, which is why
PowerWright exists: to provide customer service.

“A key indicator for any service company is to look at the
ratio of field service staff to the number of customers,” says
Stub. “The major UPS OEMs, for instance, have a ratio of rev-

enue to techs approximately three times higher than
PowerWright.” So while a technician from an OEM may have
as many as three times the customer base to support compared
to a PowerWright technician, explains Stub, “our service associ-
ates are encouraged to create a personal relationship with their
customers and take an active and concerned role in managing
that relationship.”

Manufacturers typically assign the next available technician to
their service activities, so the connection becomes rather imper-
sonal. Stub defines it as a company-to-company relationship.

“This, in my opinion, does not lend itself to a level of service
other than the bare minimum contained in a contract docu-
ment. PowerWright is in a position to comfortably afford a sig-
nificantly lower revenue/tech level because we’re a privately-
owned, Canadian company that doesn’t answer to a large,
multinational parent.”

Although PowerWright is the largest third-party UPS service
provider in Canada, the company is nevertheless quite small
compared to UPS manufacturers.

Stub insists this is an advantage. “Our size enables
PowerWright to offer far more flexible solutions compared to
the OEMs, and we are necessarily more concerned with the
outcome of any customer problem.” He points out that the loss
of a customer has far greater meaning to a smaller company
than a large one.

UPS solutions
So what are some examples of systems that are sold and serviced
by PowerWright? Besides GE and Tripp-Lite UPS hardware,
the company offers BTECH battery monitoring systems and
Power, C&D and East Penn batteries.

One of the most recent additions to its product line-up is a
three-phase UPS from Tripp-Lite. Available in 20kVA and
30kVA capacities, this unit features true online, double-conver-
sion operation with an IGBT inverter. It comes with external
batteries that allow for extended runtime options. Hardwired
input and output connections, three communications ports, an
SNMP slot and EPO jack are part of the architecture, and the
whole UPS is packaged in a high power density/small footprint
cabinet.

Extended service and support programs are available from
PowerWright. These programs can involve site monitoring, bat-
tery maintenance and monitoring, automatic transfer switches,
and power quality audits. And if something should go wrong,
PowerWright boasts a huge parts inventory and fully stocked
service vehicles. With support available 24/7, the company can
guarantee a maximum two-hour response time.

Advanced service solutions like this contribute to the compa-
ny’s stellar reputation as a low-cost UPS service alternative to
the major OEMs. PowerWright has worked hard to carry that
reputation for excellent sales and service from coast-to-coast.

How can PowerWright deliver all this service? The company
operates with a selected management group of UPS industry
specialists, who have a combined 90+ years of industry experi-
ence. More importantly, Stub says, “We simply have the best
group of people in Canada.”

PowerWright’s dedicated employees include senior technical
staff who come factory-trained by the largest UPS OEMs in the
industry. Ongoing in-house training to stringent company
standards ensures PowerWright’s ability to deliver.

The end result for UPS customers is a consistent, high level of
quality customer service that’s always provided at a fair price.
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YOUR FLEET IS CLOSER THAN IT APPEARS.

Visit rogers.com/enterprise today.

Now keeping on top of your fleet is easy, thanks to vehicle tracking and mapping solutions 

from Rogers™ Wireless and its certified partners. And that couldn’t be more important with 

the rising costs of fuel, taxes and insurance. Know the routing, timing and log/maintenance

records of your drivers at any given time. Improve

scheduling and proper vehicle use, and avoid the costs

associated with speeding and idle time. Best of all

you’ll get it all at a fraction of the cost of satellite systems

For more information on Rogers Wireless transportation

solutions, e-mail us at transportation@rci.rogers.com

,

.

.

Sample mapping and in-vehicle unit.
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The smart and easy way to 
manage your service vehicles
Wireless fleet management solutions from Rogers

W
hen you think of Rogers, you probably think
of cell phones and cable. But did you know
that Rogers is a leading provider of vehicle
tracking and logistics solutions that can help

your technicians service more calls?
Rogers and its certified fleet management solution

partners provide real-time connections to your service
vehicles and technicians using the Rogers Wireless
GPRS data network.

Organizations like yours are employing these solutions
to reduce already high fuel and insurance costs, as well as
monitor technician productivity and safety. By knowing
where your workers are located at all times and monitor-
ing vehicle use, you can increase service call volume,
improve technician productivity and exceed customer
demands.

How does it work? It’s easy
Regardless of the size of your fleet, Rogers offers partner
solutions that fit a range of needs and budgets. Some of
Rogers’ partners include Datacom and WebTech
Wireless.

Fleet management solutions require two components:
a telemetry hardware device in each vehicle (usually hid-
den) and access to vehicle tracking and mapping soft-
ware, either via the Web (hosted solution) or installed at
office locations (client/server solution). The hardware is
already equipped to connect to Rogers Wireless’ data
network, as well as global positioning satellite (GPS) sys-
tems to provide precise mapping information.

Hardware installation is quick and easy. In some cases,
specialists can install a hardware system in a vehicle in
under one hour, at your convenience. For additional
security and vehicle usage data, sensors can be installed
on a door, the hood and/or engine. Onboard diagnostic
computers are available to allow you to more closely
monitor driver status reports and fuel efficiency while
providing panic button assistance and proactive vehicle
maintenance.

Messaging capabilities for technicians
Some vehicle tracking systems provide in-vehicle mes-
saging units so that technicians can communicate with
the shop—instantly through wireless on-board termi-
nals—to close work orders, send invoicing details and
provide vehicle usage and inventory logs. Alternatively,
Rogers provides a range of wireless field service applica-
tions for the electrical services industry.

Detailed mapping of your service vehicles
Service vehicle positioning and usage information can
be viewed 24/7 at any office using the Rogers Wireless
high-speed data network. You can have a birds-eye-
view of technician locations and ‘command centre’ of
critical reports, showing mileage, technician logs, fuel
usage and maintenance status. As Bayne Vardy, CEO
of BC Furnace Services, explains, “BC Furnace was
able to resolve the invoice (query) by referring back to
data reports pulled from the (WebTech) Quadrant
System.”

Map views can be customized to name the popular
destinations of your fleet—from a frequented customer
site to the local Tim Hortons! In the past, some cus-
tomers have integrated their vehicle and messaging solu-
tions to their back-office processes, such as billing.
Geofencing on your map enables you to alert your cus-
tomers of precise technician arrival times (within min-
utes) via e-mail. You can also set service territories.

Benefits are immediate
Rogers’ customers say they realize benefits from their

fleet management solution right away, which include:
• Increased revenue
• Reduction in fuel and insurance costs
• Reduction in moonlighting
• Improved customer and employee satisfaction
• Reduction in vehicle maintenance costs and theft
• Improved work-order management and payments
“We see a lot of savings in redundant trips,” says Conrad
Italiano, business development manager for MASS Electronics
and a Datacom customer. “And because we can constantly

update the location of the truck so it services locations along
one route, we save on mileage, fuel consumption and mainte-
nance costs.”

Wireless fleet management 
solutions from Rogers
Rogers is dedicated to providing cost-effective wireless fleet manage-
ment solutions to the electrical industry. Get in touch with us today
to find out how Rogers and its partners can work with you to
improve the management of your service vehicles.
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Illuminating technology creates
better lighting
Holophane Canada Inc.

T
o the average person, the prismatic glass bowl’s invention
isn’t considered a big deal. But it should be, because the
prismatic bowl’s development in France by Holophane’s
founders way back in 1893 has allowed us to literally see

the world in a whole new light. Put simply, the glass prisms pro-
vide a combination of uplight and downlight to faithfully light
any space evenly without creating dark spots or glare.

With a 107-year history in North America, Holophane is a
well-known company. 2006 is a centennial milestone for the
electrical industry, and for Holophane, too: the Illuminating
Engineering Society (IES)—which sets the standards and prac-
tices for lighting—was formed in Holophane’s New York office
in 1906. During that long history, the company has remained,
at its core, a prismatic glass producer.

ISD Superglass
Presently, Holophane is moving forward with two new tech-
nologies. The first, ISD Superglass, is a solution for HID appli-
cations. ISD (which stands for Ideal Synergetic Distribution)
Superglass works according to the principle ‘less is more’.

Jorge Pereira, Holophane vice-president of sales and market-
ing, explains, “When you light a space, you don’t do it with one
fixture—you do it with many fixtures. Superglass is designed to
taking this into account so the luminaires all work in conjunc-

tion with each other, achieving optimal lighting efficiency in
the space.”

Less energy is used because ISD Superglass allows a given
room to require fewer of those interdependent light fix-
tures while providing the same amount of light or, in some
cases, more light. Fewer fixtures plus reduced energy con-
sumption equals more savings for customers. Less is so
much more.

Pereira adds, “ISD Superglass is up to 28% more efficient
than any other reflector, and can provide up to 59% energy sav-
ings, depending on the installation. What we have is two reflec-
tors that can light any space, ideal for retail locations or large
commercial/industrial spaces.”

Aluminum or acrylic reflectors hold a static charge that can
attract dirt and dust. Glass, however, remains inert, and similar
to other open glass reflectors, ISD Superglass won’t attract dirt
and dust. Thus, the light level remains high (without mainte-
nance) consistently over time.

In existing installations, ISD Superglass lets users replace a
400W standard MH source with a 250W lamp. For new instal-
lations, a 36-fixture combination of ISD Superglass reflectors,
Prismatron ballasts and 400W Pulse MH lamps achieves the
same light level as 81 aluminum reflector fixtures with 400W
Probe MH lamps.

POLAR
The second new Holophane technology platform is
POLAR, which stands for Passively Optimized Lumen out-
put with Automated Regulation. Developed for the T5HO
fluorescent lamp, it was developed to address this otherwise
efficient application’s degraded performance whenever ambi-
ent temperature deviates from the optimal rated operating
temperature.

POLAR is a passive thermal management system that regu-
lates the T5’s cold spot temperature. It lets you maintain con-
stant lumen output by controlling the lamp’s temperature at
47°C, even when room temperature varies from 25°C to
45°C.

A neat feature of POLAR-equipped IntelliBay and IntelliVue
fixtures is that three lamps can be stacked vertically instead of
side-by-side horizontally. This makes each fixture more attrac-
tive—ideal for retail or commercial spaces with varying ambi-
ent temperatures. They also employ incredibly efficient Micro-
Silver optics for 98% total reflectivity. Virtually no light (and
thus energy) is wasted.

It’s easy to see why. Holophane is a company built on revolu-
tionary technology, and it continues to offer the electrical
industry revolutionary ways of doing business better and less
expensively.

Leader in group benefit and 
pension coverage
Skipwith & Associates Insurance Inc.

W
ith offices located in Port Perry, Ont., and Barrie,
Ont., Skipwith & Associates Insurance Agency Inc.
is dedicated to providing the electrical industry
with comprehensive benefit and pension coverage.

A member of the Electrical Contractors Association of Ontario
(ECAO), this dynamic company operates according to a
straightforward set of values: integrity, honesty and service.

Led by partners Gerry Skipwith and Debbie DeCaire, this
independent brokerage firm was established in 1988 with a
focus on employee group benefits and pensions. Together,
Skipwith and DeCaire bring strong labour relations, human
resources and financial skills to the table.

Describing the company, DeCaire says, “Skipwith &
Associates is known in the marketplace as one of the larger
niche brokerage firms where a handshake is better than a con-
tract.” Dealing with all kinds of busy electrical companies, it is
service oriented and offers fully licensed support.

The firm’s union and non-union clients include associations,
major international and domestic corporations, and individual
business owners. NAFTA recognition allows Skipwith &
Associates to deal in the United States, which is a definite
advantage.

Operating in a flexible way that enables the company to
change and grow with your business, Skipwith & Associates has
earned a high level of respect for its service with all insurance
carriers. Its 95% retention ratio reflects an established commit-
ment to superior customer service.

Clients come first
Skipwith & Associates specializes in the design and develop-
ment of employee group benefits and pension programs. This

is accomplished by offering innovative employee benefit solu-
tions and self-insurance (which mirror traditional plans).
Health spending accounts and cost-plus plans are fully admin-
istered from its offices.

Skipwith & Associates creates original solutions to keep your
business competitive and meet your ever-changing needs, as
well as help you retain your valued, skilled employees.

Service and product solutions
Skipwith & Associates can help you to obtain the most cost-
effective and comprehensive insurance or pension plan avail-
able; one that features excellent benefits at a reasonable price,
often with enhanced rates and fee reductions.

Plan design, ongoing consultation, easily understood and
administered programs, and a toll-free group benefits cus-
tomer service centre are all part of the Skipwith & Associates
formula. The company also offers third-party administration
to effectively handle troublesome claim delays and challenging
complications.

The firm is able to create unique employee group benefits
and pension plans to meet your specific needs. For example,
extended health care coverage can include items such as pre-
scription drugs, hearing aids, dental treatment due to accident,
vision care and ambulance services, as well as a drug card.

Another group benefit is life insurance or accidental death
and dismemberment coverage, which are based on either flat
amounts or optionally on various amounts. Life insurance is
available for spouses and dependent children, and again,
options are available for various amounts of coverage. A group
plan for your active electrical company could even provide
health and dental benefits to survivors.

Retirement pension plans include defined contribution,
defined benefit, and executive/individual (EPPs/IPPs) regis-
tered pension plans. Retirement savings plans can be employ-
ee-only contribution, employer contribution or combinations
of both. This can also serve as an optional enrollment benefit.
The electrical group retirement savings plan (GRSP) has
reduced expenses and no fees, and can provide protection from
creditors.

A competitive edge
The Skipwith & Associates advantage to hard-working elec-
trical industry professionals is a competitive edge in the mar-
ketplace. You will enjoy greater flexibility while saving time
from administering insurance and pension programs your-
self. You can have a cost-effective method of providing your
employees with coverage for medical or health expenses,
thereby protecting your loyal employees and their families. A
Skipwith & Associates-brokered program can also become a
valuable tax deduction for your business.

DeCaire explains, “We focus on solutions by addressing
the demand for well thought-out, value-focused benefit
plans. We leverage our flexibility and vast experience and
efficiently manage many otherwise labour-intensive imple-
mentation services, significantly reducing the time and costs
associated with these services.” The result is a strategic edge
for companies in today’s highly competitive business envi-
ronment.

She concludes, “It is our objective to provide you with the
most cost-effective and comprehensive benefit and pension
plan available—a plan that’s flexible to meet your changing
needs.”
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REEL EASY™

REUSABLE SPOOL
• For Use with 14/2 RomexTM SimpullTM Big 

BubbaTM150M Coil, 14/2 PolarFlexTM

150M Coil, and 14/2 NMD90 75M Coil

• Constructed of the toughest nylon in the 
industry 

• Designed to withstand physical and 
environmental abuse in the cold
Canadian climate

• Contractor durable, economical, time
and cost saving•

• Eases the wire pulling process by
eliminating kinks

POLAR FLEX™

• Enhanced Cold Flexibility for Extreme 
Conditions

• Pulls 50% Faster - Greater Productivity

• Strips Easier - Less Fatigue

• Reduced Burn-Thru - Fewer Callbacks•

• Tear Resistant - Avoid Re-pulling

• Available for a Limited Time in 150M
Shrinkwrap Packaging Only

BECAUSE
SOLUTIONS MATTER

Introducing Southwire’s Newest Products
Designed with You in Mind

SOUTHWIRE-
THE COMMITMENT

Solid company. Dedicated people.
Quality products. Dependable service.
Product innovation. Made in the USA.

SOUTHWIRE COMPANY
OFFERS PRODUCTS THAT

OFFER SOLUTIONS.

1-888-771-5155
www.southwire.com
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Pioneering wire 
and cable technology
Southwire Co.

W
hen Roy Richards Sr. founded a wire and
cable manufacturing business to help bring
electricity to rural Carroll County, Ga., he
had one particular customer in mind: fresh

out of the U.S. Army, Richards sought to run power
lines to his grandmother’s home.

Getting the lines there was no problem. Richards
owned a construction company that erected poles and
ran wire for utilities. At the same time, funding from the
U.S. Rural Electrification Administration (REA) was
bringing the promise and convenience of electricity to
much of the South.

The trouble was finding enough wire to carry current
to rural areas. During a conversation with a wire manu-
facturer, Richards learned that it would be three years
before the company could deliver wire to Western
Georgia. The rep asked why Richards was in such a
hurry, joking that farms in the area had operated for
hundreds of years without power.

Richards’ stern reply brought Southwire’s vision into
clear focus: “My grandmother is 85 years old, and she
has never had the pleasure of sitting under a light in her
own house,” he told the manufacturer. “She’s seen it two
times... but she’s never had it.”

That pivotal moment marks the start of Southwire
Co., which has grown into one of the world’s leading
wire and cable manufacturers.

On March 23, 1950, Southwire Co. started cranking
out wire with 12 employees and second-hand machin-
ery. Just two years later, the company shipped five mil-
lion pounds of wire and its plant doubled in size.

Today, Southwire is North America’s largest building
wire manufacturer. Privately owned with over 3300
employees, it has manufacturing and distribution facili-
ties throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico.

Maintaining close ties with customers allows
Southwire to remain sensitive to their needs. Naturally,
its success depends on the success of its customers,
which is why Southwire doesn’t manage its business
from quarter to quarter. Instead, it plans for the next
generation, making sure it grows alongside its customers
well into the future.

Doug Dunbar, Southwire’s vice-president of
Canadian distributor sales, says, “Southwire has been in
Canada for over 10 years, with a focus on retail business.
Now our goal is to further expand into the commercial
and industrial markets.”

Southwire plans to push innovative, patented new
products in the wire and cable industry. It aims to acquire
related businesses that are core to the wire and cable mar-
ket, lower costs by improving manufacturing and logistic
efficiencies, and also invest in unique products.

Powerful products
Famous for its Romex® brand, Southwire produces cop-
per and aluminum building wire products for residential,
commercial and industrial applications. It also manufac-
tures utility wire and cable products for generation, trans-
mission and distribution applications, OEM wire and
cable products, as well as copper rod-SCR technology.

Since its debut in late 2004, Romex® SIMpull™
NM cable has taken electrical contractors, distributors
and the trade press by storm, winning recognition from
several magazines and praise from the professionals who
install it.

Before Southwire launched Romex SIMpull last fall, it
held focus groups with scores of electricians. Those who
sampled SIMpull in blind tests told the company they
preferred it to traditional NM. Southwire has proven
that SIMpull is more than 50% easier to pull through
walls and floor joists, and around corners. It’s also easier

to strip, has less tearing and less burn-through. It’s a great example
of Southwire’s innovation—one of the company’s key hallmarks.

The tributes began almost instantly for SIMpull. After it debuted
at the National Electrical Contractors Association trade show,
NECA’s panel of experts crowned SIMpull with the Showstopper
Award as one of the most exciting innovations exhibited.

Next, Electrical Construction and Maintenance named SIMpull
its Product of the Week in November 2004. Following in quick suc-
cession, Electrical Wholesaling tapped SIMpull as its choice for
Product of the Month in December. IEC Insights also featured

SIMpull. Then came the ultimate prize. In October 2005, the hon-
ours reached a pinnacle when SIMpull won one of the highest
awards available: Product of the Year in the Wire and Cable catego-
ry from EC&M. SIMpull was chosen by a panel of eight judges
comprising electricians and engineers. SIMpull competed against
and beat out 136 entries—a record number.

It’s clear that with SIMpull, Southwire has proven that wire isn’t
just wire anymore. With such breakthrough products, the compa-
ny’s dedicated, experienced and capable people are ready to serve the
wire and cable needs of customers today and tomorrow.
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Identifying the Opportunity
Few homeowners are familiar 

with electrical distribution

equipment. Important

upgrades to the 

electrical system

are often over-

looked, surge 

protection, for

example, pro-

vides increased

system protection

for the buyer and

additional revenue

sources for the

builder/contractor. Building

professionals have an opportunity 

to educate homebuyers about their

electrical system, propose system

upgrades and in the process increase

the profitability of their business.

Brands like Square D offer a com-

plete residential electrical distribution

system solution, including load-

centres, circuit breakers,

AFIs, GFIs, generator

panels, surge protec-

tion, air conditioning

disconnects and hot

tub panels.

By offering electrical

upgrades, contractors

and builders obtain a

profitable selling

opportunity. Aside from

the added safety feature

provided by the upgrades, the

up-front cost to the homeowner can

be positioned as a future cost sav-

ings - sometimes saving the home-

owner hundreds of dollars than if

they installed at a later time.

Marketing mutually 
beneficial electrical
upgrades.

Future labour and 
equipment savings

All electrical features require wiring
from the loadcentre to the point 
of use. As contractors know,
wiring during the rough-in portion 
of construction is less expensive 
than renovation work. And extra 
circuits fed from the loadcentre are
required to support all upgrades 
to the electrical system. If the 
features are installed at the time 
of construction, then not only does
the builder/contractor capture the
sale, but a loadcentre with the 
appropriate ampere rating and 
circuit capacity can be selected.
Otherwise the homeowner may 
find themselves adding a sub-panel
and even increasing the service
amperage from 100A to 125A or
even 200A in addition to installing 
a couple of new circuits.

Increased personal safety 
and peace of mind

Although the CEC provides the 
minimum requirements for AFCIs
and GFCIs, these devices can be
supplied on additional circuits for
added protection. Generator panels
offer peace of mind from knowing
that critical circuits will be operational 
during extended power disruptions.

Protection of luxury
products

Surge protection is a growing 
trend in every market. The growth 
is spurred by the proliferation of 
electronics. In the residential market,
the purchasers of high-end home
theatre/entertainment systems are
looking to protect their investment
from electrical surges such as 
lightning strikes.

Electrical infrastructure is 
under-utilized as a source of 
incremental revenue. Builders 
and contractors should work
closely with their suppliers to 
determine the best way to market
electrical upgrades in the 
residential market.

Square D is a brand trusted by
electrical industry professionals 
for its electrical distribution and
industrial control products, systems
and services. Square D products 
are found in all types of residential,
commercial and industrial construc-
tion, and in a wide range of 
manufacturing facilities.

Square D QO®

offers a complete line of 
state-of-the art circuit 
protection.

t Fast acting breakers
for better protection.

t Visi-Trip for quick 
identification.

t Microprocessor 
based AFI and GFI 
to prevent electrical 
shock and fires.

t Insulated bus 
for added safety.

Quality you’ve 
come to know, 
expect and trust.

QO®, the world’s 
finest residential circuit 
protection system.

www.schneider-electric.ca

A commitment to quality 
in Residential 
Protection

Residential Options and Upgrades

SQUARE D

Square D 
A/C Disconnect 
Switch Square D  Surgebreaker Plus

By offering electrical

upgrades, contractors

and builders obtain 

a profitable selling

opportunity.
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S
tarted in 1986 by the husband-and-wife team of
Herc and Rose Goncalves, Superior Flexible
Conduits is a company that’s proud to be
Canadian. Based in Ontario, this family-owned

manufacturer of flexible conduits is equally proud to
celebrate nearly two decades of serving the electrical
industry.

“I’m so excited about our upcoming 20th anniver-
sary,” says Superior’s vice-president, Rose Goncalves.
“We’re not just another manufacturer. We stand behind
our conduits. We’re known for good products and
exceptional customer service.”

When asked about the company’s core values or
guiding principles, Goncalves answered, “Our mis-
sion is to be a flexible company.” When asked to
explain, Goncalves she points out that other conduit
makers are hindered by specific production schedul-
ing—a limitation that means customers must often
conform to the schedule and manufacturing limita-
tions of their suppliers. But the situation is different
at Superior.

“We wanted to offer customers flexibility, so we
designed our manufacturing equipment to be exactly
that; our equipment is very versatile,” says Goncalves.

For example, one machinist can produce conduits in
a variety of sizes at one workstation. This approach has
led Superior to train all of its own technicians in-house.
Among the company’s employees, four skilled machine
operators work in two shifts, with help from operator
assistants who also receive extensive in-house training.
The reason is simple: Superior’s uniquely flexible pro-
duction methods demand nothing less than adaptable
employees.

The company is best known for its metallic flexible
conduits. They engineered Liquid Tight into Superseal:
a water-resistant, CSA-certified electrical conduit.
Wherever water leakage is a danger, Superseal is a proven
way to protect live wires. Uses include industrial, com-
mercial and residential applications.

Products like Superseal were developed in part because
Superior Flexible Conduits has used its marketing and
customer service efforts to help research and develop
new conduits.

Goncalves says, “We go on the road to speak with dis-
tributors and contractors to see what’s lacking in the
industry. We look at environmental and safety issues,
and offer alternatives that take these factors into
account.”

With such a proactive style, it’s no wonder this small
Canadian company has grown during the past 20 years
to become an important player in the global electrical
market. Sales agents represent Superior across Canada,
as well as the United States, Middle East and Europe.

Full catalogue
Superior Flexible Conduits’ standard products start with
the Greenfield line, which includes Armadillo
Aluminum Flex conduits. These come in 13 sizes
(between 5/16 in. and 4 in.), and can be cut to lengths
according to each customer’s requirements. A heavy wall
version, used in dry locations, provides great strength
but one-third the weight of steel. A reduced wall version
is lighter still. Made from high-strength alloy, this RW
product is specified for high temperature applications,
such as industrial machinery.

Armadillo Steel Flex includes Anchor galvanized tub-
ing designed to sink and protect water lines. Slinky 2000
is galvanized, too, and is made to slink around tight
bends. Heavy Modular 2000 conduits are fabricated
from heavy gauge steel for extra strength.

The company’s Superseal line comprises six products:
1. CSA Hydro Tested FT4
2. EF Extra Flexible JIC
3. HTS High Temperature
4. AFL Aluminum Innercore

5. PCW CSA Hydro Tested FT4 blue and red
6. UL
Superseal conduits are made with a hot-dipped galvanized steel core
that smoothly allows wires to feed inside from either end. An
extruded PVC jacket surrounds the core to prevent slippage. In its
various configurations, Superseal resists moisture, the sun’s UV radi-
ation, corrosion, heat and cold, abrasions and chemicals. Colour-
coded PCW, in particular, even withstands crushing, and seals out
liquids and gases.

Superior Flexible Conduits also makes specialty products from
stainless steel, brass, copper and bronze. The company’s motto is “If
you need it, we can make it.” Another unique product is the oil- or
grease-coated, low-carbon Spiral Steel Core, which comes in custom
dimensions. Other specialties include Firebrake, an all-season, non-

asbestos, glass fibre sleeve coated with silicone rubber that insulates
cables against sustained temperatures up to 500°F (or 3000°F, for a
short period). There’s even a layered, three-ply, non-metallic liq-
uidtight braided conduit suitable for the robotics industry.

Finally, Superior’s Custom category of conduits enables the com-
pany to meet the demand for whatever customers require. For
example, the company can provide custom steel or aluminum inter-
lock armour with custom jackets in a variety of colours. Short runs
are not a problem.

So if you need flexible electrical conduits, Superior can accommo-
date almost any request. A small, family-run company that can han-
dle the biggest orders, Superior Flexible Conduits’ uniquely efficient
production techniques and nearly 20 years of experience make it an
ideal choice for your next job.

Flexibility is its forté
Superior Flexible Conduits Inc.
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Warm feet = happy homeowners
Tyco Thermal Controls

C
ustomers across the globe trust Tyco Thermal Controls to
provide them with a full range of advanced solutions for
heat tracing, snow melting and de-icing, leak detection,
temperature measurement, specialty heating and wiring.

Tyco Thermal Controls' tried and tested products are manufac-
tured and distributed worldwide under well-established brand
names such as Raychem®, Pyrotenax®, Pyrotenax-Jiuli™,
DigiTrace®, Tracer™, Isopad™, T2™, TraceTek®, Frostex®
and WinterGard®.

Each of these systems was designed using innovative technolo-
gies, and they’re backed by a complete array of services that include
consultation, design, installation and maintenance in industrial,
commercial and residential markets.

Raychem QuickNet floor warming system
One of Tyco Thermal Controls’ newest products is the Raychem
QuickNet, which was introduced to the Canadian electrical mar-
ket in July. QuickNet is an easy-to-install floor warming system
that can provide heating in any home’s bathroom, kitchen, entry-
way or other tiled area. Installed directly under ceramic tile or nat-
ural stone, these normally cold surfaces can now feel comfortably
warm to anyone standing barefoot.

Jim Thompson, CEO of Tyco Thermal Controls, says, “Many
people choose to install tile or natural stone floors for new home con-
struction and remodelling projects because they are beautiful and
classic. Unfortunately, they are cold on the feet, so there are vast
opportunities and a growing demand in North America for the

QuickNet floor warming system.”
QuickNet may seem like a luxury, but this residen-

tial floor warming system is actually a great way for
users to lower their monthly energy bills while increas-
ing equity in their homes. With QuickNet, homeown-
ers can sustain a lower room temperature yet still enjoy
the same level of comfort. The reason is simple: warm
feet make the whole body feel good.

QuickNet installation
Both contractors and consumers will appreciate
QuickNet’s ease of installation. Other floor
warming systems force contractors to painstak-
ingly install gauges or anchoring devices to the
sub floor at uniform intervals, then manually
feed the cable into position and secure it with
glue, staples or clips.

But the efficient QuickNet system employs a mat
with blue heating cable woven into an adhesive-
backed red fibre glass mesh. The mat’s low 3/16-in.
profile makes it ideal for renovations and new con-
struction alike. Available in various lengths, the
Raychem QuickNet mats are pre-terminated for use
at 120V and 240V. This unique mat rolls out easily,
adheres to the floor and can be cut to accommodate
the dimensions of any room; no glue, staples or clips
are necessary.

To select the appropriate QuickNet size, make sure
the floor warming mat is no larger than the area to be
heated. The floor area to be heated should not include
permanent fixtures such as vanities, cabinets, toilets,
showers, sinks or tubs.

For areas larger than 100 sf, select the 240V ver-
sion with an extension kit—just one thermostat is
then required to control the mat in rooms measur-
ing up to 200 sf. And whereas other floor warming
systems sell them separately, QuickNet comes com-
plete with a thermostat, which safeguards home-
owners and their valuable property with built-in
GFCI protection.

Step one of any installation involves measuring the
area to be warmed. Take a typical bathroom. It may
measure 96 sf, for example, but when you subtract the
area of the vanity, shower and toilet, the total heated
area is reduced to, say, 74 sf. In this case, you specify
the 70-sf QuickNet mat.

Step two involves determining the correct power
supply voltage (120V or 240V), followed by planning
the optimal mat layout to ensure complete coverage.
Select a spot for the thermostat in the wall above the
heated area where it can be reached by the 10-ft cold
lead on the QuickNet mat as well as the 10-ft long
floor temperature sensor. When the area of the floor is
larger than the selected QuickNet mat, place the mat
in the area you most want heated.

The predetermined QuickNet spacing must be
maintained to ensure proper floor warming. The floor
may experience cold spots when the mat’s uniform
heating cable spacing is changed during installation.

A boon to homeowners’ floors
The QuickNet system standard limited warranty lasts
for two years, but homeowners can lengthen their
coverage to 15 (for the mat) by completing a warran-
ty form online at www.tycothermal.com. Tyco
Thermal Controls is confident that Raychem
QuickNet will provide years of trouble-free service,
which makes the system a great choice for new con-
struction and renovations.

With operations in 48 countries and experience in
managing projects around the world, Tyco Thermal
Controls has earned its enviable reputation by contin-
uously delivering performance and quality beyond
ordinary expectations.

A D V E R T I S I N G  F E A T U R E



Exceeding lighting expectations
Standard Products Inc.

S
tandard Products’ president and CEO, David Nathaniel,
is a natural-born go-getter. Even during his youth it was
easy to spot Nathaniel’s entrepreneurial inclination,
because he successfully juggled the demands of school

against his own window washing business.
Nathaniel later decided to join his father’s company, named

Standard Importing Inc. at the time, but there was a problem:
there wasn’t enough sales volume to justify adding another
employee to the payroll. Nathaniel’s solution? Work for free.
He quickly landed a huge order for electrical tape from
Canadian Tire. In fact, it was the biggest such order Standard
had ever received.

Now, 23 years later, Standard is deservedly one of the top
providers of lighting solutions in the Canadian electrical indus-
try. David is joined by his sister, Katy Shebath, and together
they co-own a company that’s grown to comprise a workforce
of 150 spread out across Canada in four warehouses
(Vancouver, Edmonton, Toronto and Montreal) and sales
offices in 12 locations. Standard maintains a high tempo of
operations, innovations and customer service with four product
managers (and their assistants), a quality control and design
manager, plus a fully functional test laboratory.

An important milestone in the company’s history was marked
this September when Standard moved into its new head office.
The 115,000-sf building located in Saint-Laurent, Que.,
enables Standard to continue providing customers with the
service they deserve while accommodating continued growth.

The Nathaniel family also owns and operates Stanpro
Lighting Systems Inc., which manufactures a full range of state-
of-the-art lighting applications for both indoor and outdoor use
(www.stanprols.com).

Setting the standard
“Standard is a company that strives not only to be the best in

our industry, but also to improve the quality of life through bet-
ter and more efficient lighting,” says Nathaniel. “Thanks to
technological advancements, this push to efficiency also results
in higher quality lighting that ultimately allows people to feel,
work and live better.”

The company recently launched a new PAR CFL that pro-
vides superior illumination for applications such as retail
lighting, track lights or pot lights. It saves significant
amounts of energy—just 23 watts of energy consumption—
and is comparable to a traditional 90W incandescent bulb.
Standard has taken a leadership role in marketing this prod-
uct in Canada.

The firm’s economical CFL is just one part of its undertak-
ing to protect the environment by offering customers energy-
efficient lighting. Another example of Standard’s drive to con-
stantly introduce improvements are the new Duralite induc-
tion coil lamps. They work by creating ultraviolet radiation
that is converted into visible light by a fluorescent phosphor
coating inside each lamp’s glass surface. These electrode-free
products provide an ultra-long lifetime of up to 120,000
hours, and a stable output throughout. They allow instant,
flicker-free starting and no noise, as well as high colour ren-
dering, which reflects the true colour of any object being illu-
minated.

Standard’s specialty is meeting the need for lamps and ballasts
(as well as lighting optical products of all types for industrial,
commercial and residential applications) including:
• compact fluorescent and fluorescent
• halogen, HID and incandescent
• LED, miniature and optics
• projection and Safety Max protective coated lamps
• sealed beam, sockets 
• stage and studio

Standard is also the exclusive distributor of Iwasaki

(EYE), a Japanese manufacturer of high-quality lighting
products. EYE’s halogen lamps are widely accepted as
being best-in-class the world over. EYE is also known in
the market for its up-sell MH and HPS products. A recent
distinction was bestowed on Standard’s EYE-brand Ignitek
lamp: it won a special mention for the Best New Product
award at the IES lighting and electricity trade show in
Montreal.

Another Standard exclusive is a complete line of innovative
lamps from Venture, which has revolutionized the industry
with a pulse-start MH technology. Standard recommends
Venture’s products because they offer outstanding design and
performance in terms of consistent light output.

A mission to succeed
Standard is a company with a clear focus. Its mission is “to
exceed our customer expectations by providing innovative
lighting products and services that deliver high quality and effi-
cient illumination”.

In striving to achieve this goal, Standard has earned itself an
enviable position in the marketplace. Its management team and
loyal employees pride themselves on quality of service, prod-
ucts, innovation, technical know-how, marketing capabilities
and more.

The company has grown significantly over the years and, as it
moves forward to play an even more important role in the light-
ing industry, Standard remains conscious of its responsibility to
enhance operations on all fronts.

It is relentlessly working to improve because it aims to be the
best in its field. That effort defines Standard’s vision for its own
future. “We’re always looking internally for better ways to do
business and search for methods to improve customer service,”
says Nathaniel, adding, “Quite simply, Standard endeavours to
be the leader in the Canadian lighting industry.”
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Work trucks are all about choice
General Motors Fleet and Commercial

I
t’s all about choice! With General Motors Fleet and
Commercial Program, you can choose from the widest
selection of vehicles in North America. In addition, you
can take advantage of the largest dealer network in Canada

and gain access to substantial discounts. And now, General
Motors Fleet and Commercial customers may be eligible for
the new Business Choice program.

Choose an eligible General Motors truck, van, or SUV
through the Business Choice program and receive one of the
following great options at no additional cost:
• Option A: Work-Ready Equipment from Adrian Steel/

Van-Terior
• Option B: Commercial upfit cash-back of $500 or $750
• Option C: A tool package or The Home Depot $500 

gift card

Option A (up to $2725)
Van and truck upfits
The right tools begin with the right vehicle—that’s where
Option A comes in. Work-Ready Equipment pairs the winning
line-up of Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick and GMC Commercial
Vehicles with quality upfits from Adrian Steel®. The right vehi-
cle with the right upfit: the winning combination for your busi-
ness needs.

Vans provide wide-open spaces for stowing all your gear.
Work-Ready Equipment makes the space more efficient and
durable with its commercial bin option that keeps everything in
its place. This winning combination means less time digging for
tools and equipment, and more time on the job.

Whether your business requires a full-size or mid-size pick-

up, Work-Ready Equipment gives you peace of mind, knowing
your tools are secure and accessible. Offered for the full-size
Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra are high-quality, pol-
ished, diamond-tread toolboxes to keep your gear organized
with durability and style. If a mid-size pick-up better meets
your needs, Chevrolet Colorado and GMC Canyon offer tool-
boxes.

Option B
Commercial upfit cash-back
Can’t find what you need in Option A? No problem. With
Option B, you receive $500 or $750 toward your eligible new
vehicle purchase or lease. Shaving several hundred dollars off
your purchase price frees up precious resources you can apply
toward commercial equipment from an upfitter of your choice.

Other eligible upfits include:
• Non-factory-installed racks, bins and interior shelving pack-

ages, which are great for all those little bits and pieces, like
switches, and floor and wall boxes

• Safety partitions/bulkheads
• Winches
• Professional body alterations, including: crane, utility, high-

cube, contractor, service and others
• Under-hood, vehicle-integrated AC power
• Source generators
GM SPO catalogue accessories, which are available at your
participating dealership, may also be eligible under Option B.
These accessories include all the things you need or want to
trim out your work vehicle in style, from bedliners to deep-rib
rubber floor mats.

Option C (one or the other)
Finally, The GM Fleet and Commercial Business Choice pro-
gram presents this final option to accommodate your needs.

Tool Package
With names that stand for reliable performance in industrial
tools—from cordless drills to portable band saws—Option C
has the right tools for the job. Choose from a wide range of
DeWALT, Porter + Cable and Delta tools, available in packages
valued at $500 or $1000, depending on the GM commercial
vehicle you select.

$500 gift card for The Home Depot
In many cases, a General Motors commercial vehicle will meet
your business needs right from the factory. In that case, Option
C—Tools of the Trade—is an excellent option that adds flexi-
bility to your choice. With your eligible new vehicle purchase
or lease, you’ll receive a $500 gift card for The Home Depot,
which can be used toward the purchase of equipment, supplies
and materials from The Home Depot’s complete line of home
improvement products.

Every choice is a good choice
General Motors’ Fleet and Commercial Business Choice pro-
gram combines the right trucks and vans with the right incen-
tives to make them ready for your business. When it comes to
choices, you can’t make a bad one when you choose The
Business Choice program from General Motors Fleet and
Commercial. Contact your nearest General Motors dealer for
full details or visit fleet.gmcanada.com.

A D V E R T I S I N G  F E A T U R E



Field-deployable Cat 5e cables

Belden introduced Brilliance CatSnake field-deployable
Cat 5e A/V cables designed for use in patching Ethernet
or other Cat 5e digital A/V formats. The UTP cables are
AES/EBU-compliant, and feature rugged construction as
well as 24AWG stranded bare copper conductors and
polyolefin insulation. To further ensure the durability of
CatSnake UTP cables, Belden has a heavy-jacket wall
version for medium-duty use or an up-jacketed version
for the harshest heavy-duty applications (both pass the
–40°C cold bend test per UL 1381).

Belden CDT Electronics Division

Ergonomic workstations

T-slotted extrusions provide the adjustability to make
one work area ergonomically correct for several opera-
tors, and can be easily re-designed as processes and pro-
cedures change. Standard components—like tool
hangers, storage bins, swing arms and linear bear-
ings—allow for efficient setup changes. These extru-
sions are cost-effective, modular, require less engineer-
ing and assembly time, and require the use of only sim-
ple hand tools.

80/20 Inc.

Wide-input range 
DC/DC converters

Absopulse has expanded its DCW series of DC/DC con-
verters, adding two wide-input voltage ranges and
increasing output power up to 200W. They are available
with either a 20–60VDC input range (or with a
65–160VDC input range) and deliver 100W, 150W or
200W with standard output voltages of 12V, 24V, 48V or
125VDC (other output voltages are possible). Designed
for operation in rugged industrial environments, addi-
tional conformal coating or full encapsulation options
ensure immunity to high levels of shock, vibration,
humidity, moisture and airborne contaminants. The
convection/conduction-cooled converters are housed in
chassis-mount, vented enclosures and are rated for
operation from 0ºC to +50ºC without de-rating.
Extended temperature ranges of –30ºC to +80ºC (cold
plate) are available. The 150W and 200W models are
offered in plug-in format, and can be mounted on a 3U

x 19-in. front-panel for rack-mount applications. The
units are designed to meet international safety
approvals including IEC 950 and CSA 22.2.950.

Absopulse Electronics Ltd.

Voltage data loggers

AEMC’s® Sentinel® voltage data loggers record true RMS
measurements of AC voltage parameters (up to 600V),
providing isolated differential three-phase inputs. The
loggers are equipped with Extended Recording Mode
(XRM™), which allows the operator to record over a long
period by reducing the stored sample resolution of the
oldest data and maintaining matching resolution for the
newest data. This process continues until the recording
is manually stopped. They are able to store up to
480,000 points (1MB) and 64 samples per cycle. Other
storage modes include FIFO (first in, first out) and Stop
When Full. The loggers are supplied with voltage leads
and clips, and include DataView® software for data stor-
age, analysis and report generation.

AEMC Instruments

Multi-channel system 
for digitized video transmission

AFI is offering new transceivers designed to transmit dig-
itized video over a single-mode optical fibre. The
91600SL series single-mode fibre optics multi-channel
system provides 16-channel input/output of 10-bit digi-
tized video over one single-mode fibre. The 91685SL
series is similar but with the addition of two multi-proto-
col, bi-directional data channels to control PTZ camera
systems and accessories. Both series offer transparent
operation with any manufacturers’ cameras and moni-
tors, and do not require any field adjustments at installa-
tion (or thereafter). The units also feature diagnostic
indicators to provide instant visual status indication.

American Fibertek Inc. (AFI)

LED flashlight 
generates a lot of light
Underwater Kinetics (UK) introduced its ZOOM 4AA eLED
light: the first eLED light featuring UK’s Projection
Optical System. At half the size and weight of 3C LED
flashlights, ZOOM uses just one high-intensity LED to
produce a powerful, even beam (which users can adjust
between flood and focused. ZOOM comes with a bat-
tery-saving mode and is waterproof up to 10 ft. It is
electrically non-conductive, has a protective rubber
bezel cover and boasts an ABS plastic casing. The light
can be mounted on a helmet or carried in a belt pouch,
and features a push-button electronic thumb switch
that allows you to toggle between full brightness,
power-saving bright and Off.

Underwater Kinetics

Diesel-fuelled generator sets

Caterpillar introduced the first in a new series of
diesel-fuelled generator sets with Acert™ technology.
The rating ranges for the new package include
900–1000ekW and 1000–1100kVA, all powered by
the Cat® C32 engine. The sets are designed for stand-
by applications and load management, and are avail-
able in 60Hz and 50Hz models. The generator features
a permanent magnet excitation with Class H insula-
tion, Class F temperature ratings and anti-condensa-
tion space heaters. The C32 generator set is also
equipped with an air-to-air after cooler (ATAAC) cool-
ing system with a serpentine core radiator that con-
denses its footprint, improves airflow and increases

static restriction capability. Enhanced package-
mounted circuit breaker options include the ability to
mount up to three separate circuit breakers or one
4000A circuit breaker onto the generator set. The
package design supports UL- or IEC-rated circuit
breakers with electronic trip units in three- or four-
pole configurations.

Caterpillar Inc. (Electric Power Division)
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Ellipsoidal lighting fixture

Leviton’s LEO™ lighting fixture is the newest addition
to the company’s line of ellipsoidal theatrical lighting
spotlights. It provides users with enhanced lighting
quality and output efficiency based on its engineered
optical lens and reflector system. LEO is rated for
115–240V operation and uses high-efficiency, low-
wattage (up to 750W) lamps for optimum perform-
ance. It rotates a continuous 360° on its axis (both
body and barrel) with no stops, and features a soft
focus capability with flat or peak beam adjustment.
The fixture is available in 15°, 19°, 26°, 36° and 50°
field-angle models.

Leviton Manufacturing Co.

MP 875W pulse-start lamp

Venture Lighting’s MP 875W Uni-Form® pulse-start
lamp is the first compact ANSI type-O, high-wattage
MH lamp in the industry. The lamp provides more
light over time than a standard 1000W MH system,
and is suitable in applications where energy savings
and performance are key concerns, including parking
lot, outdoor, high-bay and site lighting. The MP
875W has a high lumen output of 95,000 lumens,
mean lumens of 76,000 and a rated life of 20,000+
hours. It is also available in ANSI type-E, base-up and
horizontal models, providing up to 100,000 initial
lumens and 115 lumens per watt.

Venture Lighting

Linear fluorescent luminaires

Alkco’s Expressions provide linear fluorescent
direct/indirect lighting from a low-profile design that
works in a range of public and private areas, and
mount both horizontally and vertically. The back of
the panel housing is subtly contoured, assuring emit-
ted light is evenly distributed both upward and
downward. A range of T5, T8 and quad-tube fluores-
cent lamps may be specified. Expressions consist of
an 18 in.-gauge galvanized steel back plate on an
extruded aluminum housing, with a choice of extrud-
ed aluminum or Alkcorylic acrylic faceplates.
Housings are offered in a soft-white powder-coated
paint or anodized aluminum finish, but custom
colours are available.

Alkco Lighting

Incandescent-look 
LED traffic signal

GT1™ 8-in. and 12-in. full-
ball LED traffic signals
from GELcore provide
incandescent-like LED
traffic signal solutions.
The optical lens system
controls light collection
and distribution to pro-
duce a tight colour unifor-
mity meeting Institute of
Transportation Engineers
(ITE) specifications. Desig-

ned for both fixed- and span-wire applications, the
flat design of the optical lens system uses the latest in
high-brightness/power LED devices to deliver consis-
tent brightness and module readability.
Weatherproofed against blowing rain, high winds
and other environmental stresses, GT1 uses radially
compressed O-ring gaskets and over-moulded elec-
trical lug connectors to provide moisture and dust
intrusion protection. Improved failed-state imped-
ance protection detects the loss of LED load to reduce
the likelihood of a false reading by traffic control
equipment. Designed for direct retrofits and easy
maintenance with a field replaceable front lens free
of optics, the GT1™ is available with red, yellow or
green LED light engines, and clear or tinted lenses.

GELcore LLC
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CALENDAR//

Showcase 2005
BCEA (British Columbia Electrical Association)
November 2
Vancouver, B.C.
Visit www.bcea.bc.ca

Promoting Innovation: “Ottawa Day” 2005
EFC (Electro-Federation Canada)
November 15–16
Ottawa, Ont.
www.electrofed.com

Electrical Learning Expo
AEL (Alberta Electrical League)
November 17
Calgary, Alta.
Visit www.elecleague.ab.ca

Homebuilder and Renovator Expo
November 30–December 2
Toronto, Ont.
www.homebuilderexpo.ca

Centennial Conference
IESNA (Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America)
January 8–10, 2006
New York, NY
www.iesna.org

International Builders’ Show &
tecHOMExpo
January 11–14
Orlando, Fla.
www.buildersshow.com

Accounting Principles Course
ECAA (Electrical Contractors Assoc. of Alberta)
January 27–28
www.ecaa.ab.ca

Pool Tournament
BCEA (British Columbia Electrical Assoc.)
February 2
www.bcea.bc.ca

Annual Technical Conference
EIAA (Electrical Inspectors Assoc. of Alberta)
February 3–4
Sherwood Park, Alta.
www.eiaa2004.com

Annual Convention
ECAA (Electrical Contractors Assoc. of Alberta)
February 8–18
www.ecaa.ab.ca

Legal Implications Course
ECAA (Electrical Contractors Assoc. of Alberta)
February 9–10
www.ecaa.ab.ca

Valentine Dinner and Dance
OEL (Ontario Electrical League)
February 10
Toronto, Ont.
www.oel.org

National Conference
CHBA (Canadian Home Builders Association)
February 24–26
www.chba.ca

CANADA INC.
Opening Doors for  Profess iona ls

AVAILABLE AT

1928 St-Régis Blvd.
Dorval, Quebec  H9P 1H6
Tel. : (514) 685-5800
Toll Free: 1(800) 361-3198
Fax: (514) 685-5804
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ExpressTray® Expanded product line
– updated catalogue
The fast track in cable management 
systems is now even faster.
New product innovations include the
QuikLok™ profile tray and the TabLok™
bracket support system. The patented
QuikLok tray profile connects lengths of
tray at record speed with no tools or hard-
ware required. TabLok™ profiles require no
hardware when attaching to tray and are
available in straight lengths, center-hung
assemblies, “L”and “J”style brackets.

Thomas & Betts Limited
(450) 347-5318

www.tnb-canada.com

14

Hazlux® Industrial Lighting Fixtures
for Hazardous Locations
and Adverse Environments
Thomas & Betts presents an improved cata-
logue for Hazlux® industrial lighting fix-
tures. Certified for use in some of the most
demanding environments, Hazlux fixtures
are built to perform under the most adverse
conditions. This catalogue simplifies the
selection process with certification and
compliance information, sample assembly
diagrams, concise ordering information,
accessories and dimensional drawings.

Thomas & Betts Limited
(450) 347-5318

www.tnb-canada.com

13
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Industrial, Commercial &
Datacom Enclosures
Hammond Manufacturing offers thou-
sands of Industrial, Commercial and
Datacom enclosure solutions.  We can
cross our products to other major sup-
pliers and provide service and quality
second to none.

Email us today to request our full prod-
uct catalog  or visit our website for
more information.

Hammond Manufacturing
Tel: 519-822-2960

ebinfo@hammfg.com
www.hammfg.com

15

For more information, enter the number on the card in this issue

Superior Flexible Conduits, A Canadian

owned and operated manufacturer of

metallic flexible conduits, prides itself

on being a company as flexible as its

products.  Superior excels at workman-

ship and exemplary customer service,

offering standard and specialized

unique products for the electrical

industry. Find out more about our cus-

tomized product line….

We invite you to contact us with your

inquiries and visit our website.

Superior
905-355-2959

www.superiorflex.com

7

Wunpeece Duct Spacer
The Wunpeece Spacer is the ideal duct
spacer for all concrete encased duct
bank projects.  The Wunpeece replaces
traditional base and intermediate duct
spacers.  With its sturdy one piece con-
struction and snap-in design, field
assembly is significantly reduced and
labor can be cut by as much as 50% on
installation.  Additionally, with only one
item to order, inventory hassles are
eliminated.

Underground Devices Inc.
Call (800) 800-2118, 

or visit www.udevices.com 
for more information

18

Custom Armoring,
Jacketing and Special
Constructions: 
Northern Cables Inc. provides custom
interlocked armor services on other
manufactured cores supplied by the
customer. The most common materials
for armor are aluminum or galvanized
steel. Choice of material thickness and
grade can vary depending on the physi-
cal properties required by the end user.
Other materials are available upon
request.

Northern Cables Inc.
888-524-5050

info@northerncables.com
www.northerncables.com 

17

RSi SX Series

The RSi SX series is a family of modu-
lar high performance sensorless vec-
tor drives which feature the easiest
programming on the market today.
Standard are the Nema 1,12 enclo-
sures, Modbus RTU (optional device
net, metasys communication), built in
DB resistor and a wide variety of
inputs and outputs. 

Benshaw Canada
Tel: 519-291-5112
Fax: 519-291-2595

www.benshaw.com

12

EYE HALOGEN 

The CHOICE in Halogen

How important is QUALITY?

When visually inspecting a halogen light bulb,

it is difficult to distinguish any difference in

quality. Poor quality becomes apparent only

during the operation. A low quality halogen

light bulb can damage your fixture and provide

substandard performance.

EYE Halogen lamps are Japanese

made lamps with the highest 

quality standards.

For more information or to locate your local

distributor, please contact:

STANDARD Products Inc.
1-(800) 361-6965 Dial option #1

marketing@standardpro.com
www.standardpro.com

16

WRITTEN PROOF THAT YOU'RE
ORGANIZED.

Designed for everyday use in the field and on

the go, most would agree that the rugged

PT-1650 P-touch® electronic labeller is an

organizational marvel.

It can create labels on a variety of tape sizes

and colour combinations in seconds. And,

using Brother's unique TZ tape technology,

the PT-1400 creates scratchproof labels that

can withstand sunlight, oils, chemicals and

friction. So they're ideal for a whole range of

industrial and manufacturing applications.

BROTHER INTERNATIONAL
1-877-BROTHER (1-877-276-8437)

www.brother.ca

6

The Intelligent Parking Lot Controller is

a two-circuit "smart technology" electrical

outlet designed to deliver 65% in power sav-

ings for parking lot block-heater applica-

tions. The programmable on-board comput-

er measures temperature to regulate power

flow and ensure starts at all temperatures.

Fast installation to varied junction boxes

makes retrofit easy and flexible. Durable

construction and 10 years in the field prove

99.8% reliability.

Vantera Incorporated
1-866-353-2785
www.iplc.com

9

More Options. More Brains.
More Brawn. Less Waste.
BRADY's new handheld labelling system has

everything it takes to make you an

Identification Expert! The IDXPERT is the first

handheld cartridge based labelling system

that can print die-cut labels, self-laminating

labels and sleeves as well as continuous

tapes...You name it IDXPERT prints it!

Choose from two keyboard layouts, then

select from a wide range of label materials

engineered just for your application. That

includes wire and cable markers; panel, rack

and frame ID; facilities labels; and specialty

labels for labs and work spaces.

Brady
Tel: 1-800-263-6179
Fax: 800-387-4935

www.bradycanada.com

4

Beghelli Canada Inc.’s  TEMPESTA  lumi-

naire won the prestigious Gold Award at

the IIDEX-NeoCon 2005 in the lighting

category for its commitment to innova-

tion and design. Tempesta Luminaire is

designed and built to meet stringent

specifications in such markets as schools,

hospitals, hotels, and financial institu-

tions. The Tempesta’s high output lens

and reflector allow for greater fixture-to-

fixture spacing and even distribution of

light. For more information on Beghelli

Emergency Lighting please contact:

Beghelli Canada Inc.
1-877-358-9638

sales@beghellicanada.com
www.beghellicanada.com

5

Ruud Lighting Canada introduces a
sleek new dayform in the Aviator site
light.  Great lines combine with terrific
full-cutoff performance.  7-year finish
warranty, 3-year electrical warranty!
Ruud Lighting Canada sells only to elec-
trical and lighting distributors.  

For catalog information on the Aviator
series and to get information on your
local Canadian agent for Ruud Lighting 
please contact us.

Ruud Lighting Canada
1-800-473-1234

sales@ruud.ca
www.ruud.ca

8

If you are looking to increase your CCTV

sales and profit in the growing video 

surveillance market, you need the right

partner backing you every step of they

way. Virtual Police has created the pro-

gram for you. To give our dealers that

extra edge to secure new business, Virtual

Police introduces the Authorized

Business Partner Program. 

If you are interested in increasing your
video surveillance business a Virtual
Police Authorized Business Partnership
should be in your plans.

Virtual Police Technology Canada Inc.
(866) 991-5999

www.virtualpolice.net
11

Kyoritsu Compact Power
Meter
Model 6300 was designed to perform
all of the necessary 3 phase power
measurements with selectable inte-
gration times. The internal non-
volatile memory is provided for non-
stop recording of up to 10 days. This
model also accepts compact flash
memory cards is USB friendly, and 
is designed to safety standard 
IEC 61010-1 CAT III 600V.

RHC & Association
Tel: 905-828-6221
Fax: 905-828-6408
info@rhctest.com

10
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INFO NO. 52

INFO NO. 53
INFO NO. 54

WANTED
Molded Case Circuit Breakers. New & Used, All Brands.

Motor Control & MCC. Buckets in A&B, S.D. & W.H. & C.H.
Please call, email or fax Ralph Falvo with your list.

FALVO ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LTD.
5838-87A St., Edmonton, Alberta 

1-800-661-8892
780-466-8078 Fax 780-468-1181

email: rjf@falvo.com

Waltech Associates
Tel. 905-336-7664 Fax 905-632-5597
e-mail: info@waltechassociates.com

www. waltechassociates.com

Electrical Design/Simulation Software

The Constructor- Logix & PLC Training
-Ladder logic, Electrical Circuit & control.
Tutorial Software-MC Trainer-CLX Trainer

-PLC w/  Logix Trainer and Logix Pro Simulator.
-PocketCAD-Take CAD with you.

-Process Control Training/Simulation Software

INFO NO. 55 INFO NO. 56

INFO NO. 57

EB
MARKETPLACE

Your source to 
• buy or sell
• search for an employee
• advertise a course
• promote a product
• advertise a job opening

at great rates!

Over 18,000 coast to coast distribution!

EB MARKETPLACE....
your market... covered!
Contact Bill Begin at 905-713-4335.



A
dequate grounding is particularly
important for high-voltage substa-
tions to protect people and equip-
ment in the event of an electrical fault.

As such, it is necessary to install a grounding
network that will dissipate a fault current
throughout the ground without producing
harmful voltage gradients that could create
hazardous (possibly lethal) step/touch poten-
tials. To help ensure fault currents are dissipat-
ed in a safe manner, it is necessary to calculate
three parameters: ground potential rise
(GPR), and step and touch voltages.

As discussed in IEEE 80, Guide for Safety in
AC Substation Grounding, when the meas-
ured ground resistance is found to be consis-
tent with the calculated ground grid resist-
ance, then there is reasonable assurance the
step/touch voltages are okay—provided the
calculated values are within tolerable levels.
However, to be really sure these values are
within the safety levels required by the
Canadian Electrical Code (CEC), step/touch

voltages should be verified
through field testing.

CEC Rule 36-302
requires that every outdoor
station be grounded by a
station electrode meeting
the requirements of Rule
36-304, and shall:
1. consist of a minimum of

four driven ground rods
not less than 3-m long
and 19 mm in diameter
spaced at least the rod
length apart and, where
practicable, located adja-
cent to the equipment to
be grounded;

2. have the ground rods interconnected by
ground grid conductors not less than
2/0AWG bare copper buried to a maxi-
mum depth of 600 mm below the rough
station grade, and a minimum of 150 mm
below the finished station grade; and

3. have the station ground
conductors in (2) con-
nected to all non-current-
carrying metal parts of
equipment and structures,
and shall form a loop
around the equipment to
be grounded.

The requirements of Rule
36-304 are among the most
critical in substation ground-
ing design. Rule 36-304(1)
says the maximum permissi-
ble resistance of the station
ground electrode shall be
determined by the maxi-
mum available ground fault

current injected into the earth or by the max-
imum fault current of the station.
Furthermore, the ground resistance shall be
such that under all soil conditions that exist in
practice (i.e. wet, dry and frozen), the maxi-
mum ground fault current conditions shall

limit the potential rise of all parts of the station
ground grid to 5000V (barring special cir-
cumstances).

There are those who look at one value for
fault current and one for soil conditions, yet
overlook this part of the grounding design
(and these values may or may not be the
worst-case scenarios). In addition to the
requirements of Rule 36-304(1), subrule (2)
states that the step/touch values at the edge
within or around the station grounding elec-
trode—including all areas in which metallic
structures electrically connected to the station
are found—shall not exceed the values speci-
fied in Table 52. This rule ensures that, in the
event of a fault, workers and equipment will
not be subjected to any hazardous voltages.

Rule 36-304(3) deals with field-measuring
grid resistance; that is, verifying the predicted
values of the station ground electrode after it
has been installed. This measurement is typi-
cally performed according to the ‘Fall of
Potential’ as outlined in IEEE 80 (Figure 1).

The most remote electrode (C) must be
placed a minimum of five times the distance
of the length of the ground grid being tested.
It is preferable that the remotest electrode be
placed a distance equal to 10 times the length
of the ground grid under test. During the test,
the neutral must not be connected to the
ground grid. The neutral/ground bond must
be disconnected as the current flow on the
neutral will invalidate results. Safety precau-
tions (wearing PPE) should be taken in the
event of a fault.

When graphed, the voltage drops between
the ground rod under test and the remote
electrode provide a chart similar to the one
shown in Figure 1. When the distances
required for obtaining accurate measurements
using Fall of Potential cannot be obtained,
then other measurement techniques must be
employed (such as the two-point, three-point,
ratio methods—and staged fault tests—out-
lined in IEEE 81). When the measurements
are wrong, then the overall safety of the
grounding system—as well as workers and
equipment—is questionable.

GARY GILBERT is a code engineer at the Electrical
Safety Authority (ESA) where he helps develop and
interpret the Ontario Electrical Safety Code. He
completed his Masters in Electrical Engineering at
the Royal Military College of Canada and is a mem-
ber of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), Professional Engineers Ontario
(PEO) and International Association of Electrical
Inspectors (IAEI).
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BY GARY GILBERT, CD, M.Eng., P.Eng.

Always consult the 
electrical inspection

authority in your
province/territory 
for more specific 
interpretations.
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Tackle the Code Conundrum... if you dare
So, you think you know the electrical code, eh? Well, we’ll soon find out if you’re an electrical code junkie or downright code-clueless.
Take a look at the following questions and check your answers online at www.ebmag.com, or in January’s Electrical Business.

Questions and answers compiled by Ted Olechna 

Answers to Code Conundrum Electrical Business October 2005

Question 1: It is permissible to support a pendant
fixture in a Class II Division 2 location by a flexible
cord drop.

Answer: b) False. Rule 18-266(2)(a) does not per-
mit flexible cord as the supporting medium in a
Class II Division 2 location. Subrule 18-266(2)(a)
states: “Suspended by threaded rigid conduit
stems or chains with approved fittings, or by other
approved means, which shall not include flexible
cord as the supporting medium.”

Question 2: The conductors of a branch circuit
supplying a pump motor having a nameplate duty
rating of five minutes that will be used to drive an
intermittent load shall have an ampacity not less
than the current value obtained by multiplying
the full load current rating of the motor by 85 per
cent.

Answer: a) True. Rule 28-106(2) Conductors,
Individual Motors. The conductors of a branch cir-
cuit supplying a motor for use on non-continuous
duty service shall have an ampacity not less than
the current value obtained by multiplying the full
load current rating of the motor by the applicable
percentage given in Table 27 for the duty
involved.

Question 3: A connector for electric vehicle charg-
ing in a commercial garage shall have an ampaci-
ty not less than ___ A.

Answer: b) 50. Rule 20-114(2) Electric Vehicle
Charging. Connectors shall have a rating not less
than the ampacity of the cord and in no case less
than 50 A.

3 of 3 = Not only are you smart, you love to show off. 1 of 3 = Your understanding of these questions is not up to code.
2 of 3 = You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one. 0 of 3 = Did you come up with your answers by playing Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe?

Question 1: Can a receptacle that is protected by a
GFCI be installed 1 m from the inside walls of a hot
tub?
a) Yes b) No

Question 2: Can a dielectric liquid-filled trans-
former, which contains 42 L of liquid, be installed in
an electrical room?
a) Yes b) No

Question 3: A 347/600V, 1200A circuit is solidly
grounded. Must it have ground fault protection?
a) Yes b) No

HOW DID YOU DO?

INFO NO. 58

Figure 1

High-voltage substation 
grounding

A trusted ECA advisor for over 12 years.
Group Benefits • Group Retirement Plans • Executive Pensions

The ECA association plan is exclusive to the electrical industry and ECA membership partners.

teamservice@skipwithassoc.ca
Port Perry: 905.985.8648 or 800.661.9023

Barrie: 705.734.6279 or 866.529.2988

EB Code Conundrum brought to you by...



www.techspan.biz/te/pushbuttons
We Sell Through Distributors from Coast to Coast

1-800-363-1588
Fax: 905-820-6142

Mississauga, ON

PUSH BUTTONS

� 22mm Metal Body Construction
� Colour Coded Contact Blocks – Screw Mount

• Green = normally open 
• Red = normally closed

� NEMA 4 - CSA and UL approved
� IP66 – type 1, 12, 4

www.techspan.biz/te/swivel
90% of shipments made same day

1-800-363-1588
Fax: 905-820-6142

e-mail: sales@techspan.on.ca

ROBOTIC CORD GRIP
“Swivel Head” Prevents Cable Damage

� 360 degree swivel action
� Patented design – Machined aluminum
� Stainless steel mesh strain relief
� Also available with rubber boot
� Dozens of other cord grip designs

www.techspan.biz/te/duct
1-800-363-1588

Fax: 905-820-6142
e-mail: sales@techspan.on.ca

www.techspan.biz/te/contactors
We Sell Through Distributors from Coast to Coast

1-800-363-1588
Fax: 905-820-6142

Mississauga, ON

CONTACTORS

Best Deals – Proven Performance
� 9 Amp up to 630 Amp - 600V UL CSA
� Interchangeable coils
� Overload relays & mechanical interlocks
� Very competitive and in stock now.

CORNER DUCT

NEW

� Save panel space
� Improved appearance
� Labour saving design

INFO NO. 66
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• Heat-shrink capability – only printer in its class with the ability 
to thermally mark heat-shrinkable labels

• One-touch hotkeys create instant labels for wire wrapping,
terminal blocks, device covers, patch panels and labels in a series

• Symbols for commonly-used electrical and datacom applications – ohm,
ground, phone, data and fax

• Automatic 9 underline

• Five print sizes from extra small to extra large

• Horizontal and vertical print orientation

• Memory recalls last label and stores eight custom labels

• Battery Life Indicator warns if battery power is low

• Dual power source – AA batteries or AC adaptor

• Auto-shutoff saves battery life – shuts power off 
after 5 minutes (if idle)

• Large display (2-line x 15 characters) 

• Multiple line printing – four lines per label

• Backlit display for low-light conditions

• Barcode printing for Code 39 and 128 barcodes

• Durable/non-smearing thermal transfer technology

• Quality labels that stick and last – flexible nylon, permanent polyester
and heat-shrinkable labels available. Ideal for wire and cable identification
on curved, textured and highly-textured surfaces

For more information, contact your local Thomas & Betts sales representative.

w w w . t n b - c a n a d a . c o m

Packed full of features for fast 
and simple wire identification

Now available at your local 
participating electrical distributor.

Atlantic:
1-877-862-4357

Quebec:
1-800-465-1399

Ontario:
1-877-291-7771 B.C.: 1-866-540-8220 Alta: 1-888-664-5666

Western:

Mid-West: 1-866-540-8220

Partex Marking Systems • Shrink-Kon ® • Ty-Rap®
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